Down under par.

The hazards of business abroad are unique to each country. And the seasoned traveler must find a way around them.

But a smooth trip is one thing you can take for granted on United's daily direct flights from San Francisco to Sydney.

The Friendly Skies to Sydney. It'll leave you relaxed and ready for just about anything.

San Francisco has an enviable heritage of fine, larger homes. The City also has a realtor that provides service worthy of these dwellings. McGuire Real Estate.

And what's enviable about McGuire is that the personal care, attention to detail and the dedication that accompanies these transactions is extended to every home we sell.

You see, at McGuire Real Estate, we've been selling homes in San Francisco since 1919. We know the business, we know the territory, and we'd like to get to know you.

Because we've got the keys to the city.
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AN INVESTMENT YOU CAN LIVE WITH
The 1988 Buick Regal is specifically designed for America's great roads — like Mulholland Drive, which winds through the Hollywood Hills in Southern California. Sculpted in the wind tunnel, Regal's 305 coefficient of drag is the lowest in Buick's 85-year history. And Regal's beautiful design is also exclusively Buick. There's nothing like it. On any road. Anywhere.

Beautiful to drive, Regal has a 2.8-litre V6 engine with multi-port fuel injection . . . front-wheel drive . . . 4-wheel independent suspension . . . 4-wheel power disc brakes. And Regal is the first 6-passenger coupe in the world to offer all these features — standard.

Beautiful to be in . . . and buy. Inside, Regal is also beautifully new and richly Buick, with room for 6 adults, and a generous 18-cubic-foot trunk. There is an impressive list of comfort and convenience features. And drivers who truly appreciate beauty and value will find Regal ownership pleasure within reach.

Buckle up and see your Buick dealer for a test drive.

The Great American Road belongs to Buick.
The new Buick Regal.
There's nothing like it on the American road.

The 1988 Buick Regal is specifically designed for America's great roads — like Mulholland Drive, which winds through the Hollywood Hills in Southern California. Sculpted in the wind tunnel, Regal's .305 coefficient of drag is the lowest in Buick's 85-year history. And Regal's beautiful design is also exclusively Buick. There's nothing like it. On any road. Anywhere.

...Beautiful to drive, Regal has a 2.8-litre V6 engine with multi-port fuel injection... front-wheel drive... 4-wheel independent suspension... 4-wheel power disc brakes. And Regal is the first 6-passenger coupe in the world to offer all these features — standard.

Beautiful to be in... and buy. Inside, Regal is also beautifully new and richly Buick, with room for 6 adults, and a generous 20-cubic-foot trunk. There is an impressive list of comfort and convenience features. And drivers who truly appreciate beauty and value will find Regal ownership pleasantness within reach.

Buckle up and see your Buick dealer for a test drive.

The Great American Road belongs to Buick.
**Allyn Beth Landau, M.D.**

**PHYSICIAN/DERMATOLOGIST SCIENTIFIC BEAUTY EXPERT**

Allyn Beth Landau, M.D. helps her patients to achieve and maintain healthy, natural good looks.

**ZYDERM® COLLAGEN**

You can improve your appearance through Dr. Landau's skillful administration of collagen and achieve what make-up cannot, safely and without surgery. Dr. Landau administers the most Zyderm/Zyplast/Collagen in Northern California.

**SKIN CARE FORMULATIONS**

Moisturizing Lotion Sunblock SPF 15, special cleansers and advanced moisturizers to give you the tools for healthy beautiful skin. Mail or telephone 415-781-SKIN.

**ACNE TREATMENT**

Achieve clear skin and control over break-outs. Synergistic Regimen:

**PIGMENTATION PROBLEMS/REJUVENATION**

Even out skin tones, restore youthful glow, improve the texture of your skin.

**CAPILLARY TREATMENTS**

Red spots of face and legs may be safely eliminated. Preventive advice.

**SKIN GROWTHS**

Cosmetic Dermatologist can remove worrisome, unattractive growths such as moles, warts, skin tags of the face and body. Bodycheck - treatment for skin cancer, changing moles, sun damage. Early diagnosis recommended.

Allyn Beth Landau, M.D.
(415) 781-2122 (415) 781-SKIN
263 Stockton Street on Union Square
San Francisco, CA 94108
Service for Men & Women/Mon. Sat. & Evening Apps/HEALTH INSURANCE
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*TRY A LITTLE WISHFUL DRINKING.*

Legend has it that

if you add three
coffee beans to
Sambuca Romana,
good fortune will follow.

---

*THE LEGENDARY LIQUEUR
OF GOOD FORTUNE.*
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SOMETHING is always happening to Hamlet. That’s what Hamlet is for: we turn it, tirelessly, to the light of the age, and country, in which we live. At this year’s Edinburgh Festival, graced with more Soviet musicians, actors and cultural politicians than any occasion here since the October Revolution, the Moscow Studio Theatre of the South West presented a loud, lively and fluent version of the play on the Fringe. It featured a hippie Hamlet at least as old as his mother and the usurping King. Elsinore was indeed dominated, whenever he was on stage, by Valery Belyakovitch’s brilliant, witty and disarming Claudius. Mr. Belyakovitch also directed, so there may be a moral there.

In Ingmar Bergman’s Stockholm production, which visited the National Theatre in London this summer, Claudius was again to the fore, grossly debauching the unresisting Queen to the applause of the whole court. Much of the action was witnessed as though in some psychic corner of her own mind, by a sexually disturbed Ophelia, who emerged as the prime victim and most tragic figure in the play.

The danger of all this, particularly if the play is in a language other than your own, is that it detracts attention from the Prince.
London Report
by Michael Ratcliffe

SOMETHING is always happening to
Hamlet. That's what Hamlet is for: we
turn it, tirelessly, to the light of the age, and
country, in which we live. At this year's
Edinburgh Festival, graced with more
Soviet musicians, actors and cultural politi-
cians than any occasion here since the
October Revolution, the Moscow Studio
Theatre of the South West presented a
loud, lively and fluent version of the play
on the Fringe. It featured a hippie Hamlet
at least as old as his mother and the usurp-
ing King. Elsinore was indeed dominated,
whenever he was on stage, by Valery
Belyakovitch's brilliant, witty and disarming
Claudius. Mr. Belyakovitch also directed, so
there may be a moral there.

In Ingmar Bergman's Stockholm produc-
tion, which visited the National Theatre in
London this summer, Claudius was again
to the fore, grossly debauching the
unresisting Queen to the applause of the
whole court. Much of the action was wit-
nessed as though in some psychic corner
of her own mind, by a sexually disturbed
Ophelia, who emerged as the prime vic-
tim and most tragic figure in the play.

The danger of all this, particularly if the
play is in a language other than your own,
is that it detracts attention from the Prince.
When Claudius is so disarming, clearly the right man is on the throne of Denmark, no matter how he got there; if Ophelia haunts the play, it is harder to care about Hamlet. And where are the great Hamlets of today? It is, in fact, in Britain and elsewhere, that leading actors of the late 1980s fail to strike fire from the greatest of all roles, as though puzzled by its indecisiveness, and scared of its heroic isolation.

I have not seen a tragic Hamlet, with whom audiences could identify, since five years ago when Jonathan Pryce called forth the speeches of his dead father, Exorcist-fashion, from his own belly, as though possessed by some involuntary spirit of revenge. I have not seen a kingly more introspective, slower production and heads would have been thudding on chests in one of the most endemic manifestations of Festival Fatigue.

Visitors to Edinburgh — particularly critics from London and abroad — get used to skipping lunch and dinner, eating at quite unsuitable times, in the street and on the run between a French play set in a disused wash-house at one end of the city and the sweaty, colorful birth of Papua New Guinea in a church community centre at the other — with what seems like an infinite number of insistently radical (i.e., cheap) versions of Twelfth Night, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Macbeth in between. It is surprising how many hours you can survive on dry-roast peanuts, chocolate and nectarines.

The Edinburgh Diet.

The great joy of the Festival, where I spend most of August every year, is its unpredictability and the extra energies it draws from you when back home you would be shuttering the door and thinking of bed.

The city itself is glorious and sustains you by its exhilarating diversity and compactness. Most shows are no more than a mile apart. A lesser joy is the predictability of the tiny scandals which splutter and pop around Festival and Fringe alike every year. The subjects are always the same: money, language, sex. One woman wrote to the paper about the female nakedness in the marvelous Mexican Donna Giovatti I wrote about in an earlier article; needless to say, she had not seen the show. An Edinburgh councillor complained that Ian Heggie’s play A Wholly Healthy Glasgow was an insult to Edinburgh’s great historic rival, a remark which drew roars of laughter all over Scotland, since the occasion of an Edinburgh rushing to the defense of Glasgow had not been recorded before.

In A Wholly Healthy Glasgow Heggie matches the speech techniques of David Mamet to the generous, dirty, blunt and...
When Claudius is so disarming, clearly the right man is on the throne of Denmark, no matter how he got there; if Ophelia haunts the play, it is harder to care about Hamlet. And where are the great Hamlets of today? It is a fact, in Britain and elsewhere, that leading actors of the late 1980s fail to strike fire from the greatest of all roles, as though puzzled by its indecisiveness, and scared of its heroic isolation.

I have not seen a tragic Hamlet, with whom audiences could identify, since five years ago when Jonathan Pryce called forth the speeches of his dead father, Exorcist-fashion, from his own belly, as though possessed by some involuntary spirit of revenge. I have not seen a kingly more introspective, slower production and heads would have been thudding on chests in one of the most endemic manifestations of Festival Fatigue.

Visitors to Edinburgh — particularly critics from London and abroad — get used to skipping lunch and dinner, eating at quite unsuitable times, in the street and on the run between a French play set in a disused wash-house at one end of the city and the sweaty, colorful birth of Papua New Guinea in a church community centre at the other — with what seems like an infinite number of insistently radical (i.e., cheap) versions of Twelfth Night, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Macbeth in between. It is surprising how many hours you can survive on dry-roast peanuts, chocolate and nectarines. The Edinburgh Diet.

The great joy of the Festival, where I spend most of August every year, is its unpredictability and the extra energies it draws from you when back home you would be shutting the door and thinking of bed.

The city itself is glorious and sustains you by its exhilarating diversity and compactness. Most shows are no more than a mile apart. A lesser joy is the predictability of the tiny scandals which splutter and pop around Festival and Fringe alike every year. The subjects are always the same: money, language, sex. One woman wrote to the paper about the female nakedness in the marvelous Mexican Donna Giovanni. I wrote about an earlier article; needless to say, she had not seen the show. An Edinburgh councillor complained that Ian Heggie’s play A Wholly Healthy Glasgow was an insult to Edinburgh’s great historic rival, a remark which drew roars of laughter all over Scotland, since the occasion of an Edinburgh rushing to the defense of Glasgow had not been recorded before.

In A Wholly Healthy Glasgow Heggie matches the speech techniques of David Mamet to the generous, dirty, blunt and
brutally funny dialect of Scotland's largest city to create an original dramatic language. The play is an inverted moral comedy of pure corruption destroyed by devious innocence. Ben Johnson would have acknowledged it as a distant heir, and nodded benignly. Behind the black comedy lies the bleak fact that Glasgow has one of the poorest public health records in Europe.

Less amusing in the councillor's complaint was the implied threat that the Council would have to consider withdrawing funds from the Festival if it put on plays of "that kind." The Scots lead the world in sustaining their own myths and concealing the truth about themselves, especially from the English. The truth is that the ladies of Edinburgh, much-mocked since Muriel Spark made them immortal in The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, are not only curious but extremely tough. They like to find out for themselves. People crash noisily and ostentatiously out of every show at the Festival, less from moral disapproval than because there is always another show to take in if you are a bit fed up with the one you've got. When I attended a midweek matinee of A Wholly Healthy Glasgow they all laughed like anything, listened hard and came back after the break. So did their young grandchildren.

My optimum number of shows on one day in Edinburgh is five - veteran punters boast double that - and I am careful to cover five on only one day in each of the three weeks. This year, in the middle week, it was Tuesday, August 18. It began with the actors of the Shaliko Company from La Mama in New York slicing their way through a front curtain of newspapers with naked razor blades and ended, at two thirty in the morning, with The Purple Rabbit Play. The razor blades were not at all pleasant, but the purple rabbit - of whom more in a moment - was irresistible.

Shaliko's Punch, exceptionally well-designed and directed by Leonard Shapiro in high Expressionist style, was a ferocious and horribly funny London
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A scene from one of the hits of Edinburgh '87: the "ferocious and horribly funny" Punch!, presented by the Shaliko Company of New York.
Punch and Judy script, virtually unchanged from 1827. It made a gritty, timeless statement about human violence and metropolitan desolation and was the kind of show where even the kids on the door warn you not to sit in the front two rows. I took the hint and avoided the center gangway, too, but I still ended up participating, with a tiny toy pistol in my hand, firing away. "Punch!" certainly made up for a serious shortfall of black coffee that morning.

Next, a complete Othello by one of the best Scottish touring companies, which last year reduced As You Like It to 90 minutes non-stop by removing, among many other things, the character of Jaques completely. Not such a bad idea for audiences all over the Highlands and Islands who may never have seen Shakespeare before. I was hoping for similar revitalizing surgery on Othello, one of my least favorite plays in the canon; in vain, and I was flagging more than a little when we emerged around five. Late Afternoon Droop: Tea cures it. (Malt whisky only seems to . . .)

Back to the hotel for office calls and a brief, always disconcerting, connection with the world somewhere outside (to cover the Edinburgh Festival is briefly to experience the isolation of the foreign correspondent or the political commentator at party conferences always in the right place at the wrong time); then out again to the stark and elegant production of Michael Kohlhaas by the Cameri Theatre of Tel Aviv — a production almost ruined by a hideous Anglo-American headphone commentary which turned Kleist's moral drama of vigilante revenge into a movie for John Wayne. I find visual surtitles far less distracting than aural headphones and hope that festivals of foreign theatre follow the opera houses into setting them up.

One soggy egg sandwich and one wet and windy walk round the Castle Rock later, I was sitting in near-total darkness with the voice of a single actor performing a piece called Company. This had nothing to do with Sondheim, but was a recent, rather funny autobiographical Beckett monologue about old age and the selective misfit of memory, directed by Tim Pigott Smith, Octavius in the Hopkins/Dench Antony and Cleopatra at the National Theatre and the beastly Ronald Merrick in The Jewel in the Crown. Julian Curry, an actor with a long, mournful head and voice to match, cast, and held, the spell.

Edinburgh being historically obsessed with both education and God, a large number of Fringe performances take place in churches and schools — most of them loaned for the Festival, a few permanently converted to performance use. Company was in a rough but lively new arts centre, run by one of Edinburgh's most inspired mavericks, Richard Dimarco, now well-established in a former Gothic primary school off the Royal Mile. After Company was over around eleven, we all lingered in the cafe next door for an hour while the stage was set up for what had already become known on the grapevine as "The Purple Rabbit Play." The purple rabbit became the dark horse of this year's Fringe and once the word was out there wasn't a seat to be had for the rest of the run. The Tattoo Theatre, to give the show its proper title, later transferred to the Almeida in London.

The subject of Mladen Materic's play without dialogue (I avoid the word "mime" for its misleading connotations of clowning in white faces) is family life. A young Yugoslav couple — the play comes from the Obala Open Stage Company in Sarajevo — sets up and lovingly furnishes an apartment and produces a child, a son. They quarrel, part, and, after endless adventures in which the boy invokes a large rabbit in purple silk coat to act as guardian angel and household god, come together again at the end. It is
Punch and Judy script, virtually unchanged from 1827. It made a gritty, timeless statement about human violence and metropolitan desolation and was the kind of show where even the kids on the door warn you not to sit in the front two rows. I took the hint and avoided the center gangway, too, but I still ended up participating, with a tiny toy pistol in my hand, firing away. Punch! certainly made up for a serious shortfall of black coffee that morning.

Next, a complete Othello by one of the best Scottish touring companies, which last year reduced As You Like It to 90 minutes non-stop by removing, among many other things the character of Iago completely. Not such a bad idea for audiences all over the Highlands and Islands who may never have seen Shakespeare before. I was hoping for similar revitalizing surgery on Othello, one of my least favorite plays in the canon; in vain, and I was flagging more than a little when we emerged around five. Late Afternoon Drop: Tea cures it. (Malt whisky only seems to. . .)

Back to the hotel for office calls and a brief, always disconcerting, connection with the world somewhere outside (to cover the Edinburgh Festival is briefly to experience the isolation of the foreign correspondent or the political commentator at party conferences always in the right place at the wrong time); then out again to the stark and elegant production of Michael Kohlhaas by the Cameri Theatre of Tel Aviv — a production almost ruined by a hideous Anglo-American headphone commentary which turned Kleist's moral drama of vigilante revenge into a movie for John Wayne. I find visual surtitles far less distracting than aural headphones and hope that festivals of foreign theatre follow the opera houses into setting them up.

One soggy egg sandwich and one wet and windy walk round the Castle Rock later, I was sitting in near-total darkness with the voice of a single actor performing a piece called Company. This had nothing to do with Sondheim, but was a recent, rather funny autobiographical Beckett monologue about old age and the selective mischief of memory, directed by Tim Pigott Smith. Octavius in the Hopkins/Dench Antony and Cleopatra at the National Theatre and the beastly Ronald Merrick in The Jewel in the Crown. Julian Curry, an actor with a long, mournful head and voice to match, cast, and held, the spell.

Edinburgh being historically obsessed with both education and God, a large number of Fringe performances take place in churches and schools — most of them loaned for the Festival, a few permanently converted to performance use. Company was in a rough but lively new arts centre, run by one of Edinburgh's most inspired mavericks, Richard Demarco, now well-established in a former Gothic primary school off the Royal Mile. After Company was over, around eleven, we all lingered in the cafe next door for an hour while the stage was set up for what had already become known on the grapevine as "The Purple Rabbit Play." The purple rabbit became the dark horse of this year's Fringe and once the word was out there wasn't a seat to be had for the rest of the run. The Tattoo Theatre, to give the show its proper title, later transferred to the Almeida in London.

The subject of Mladen Materic's play without dialogue (I avoid the word "mime" for its misleading connotations of clowning in white faces) is family life. A young Yugoslav couple — the play comes from the Obala Open Stage Company in Sarajevo — sets up and lovingly furnishes an apartment and produces a child, a son. They quarrel, part, and, after endless adventures in which the boy invokes a large rabbit in purple silk coat to act as guardian angel and household god, come together again at the end. It is
tender and moving without being sentimental, naive without being twee, simple and sophisticated in a manner that kept us wide awake until near two in the morning and certainly feeling better than when Mr. Shapiro's razors slowly cut through the newspaper 14 hours before.

The purple rabbit was not without its erotic side (turning out to be a young dancer-actress at the end) and in this reminded me of the white garden rabbit in Maurice Sendak's illustrations to Charlotte and the Lovely Present. At other times The Tattoo Theatre recalled the sophisticated innocence of French film directors like François Truffaut. Its particular kind of freshness would be virtually unattainable by English writers, actors or directors, which is why those of us who saw it fell for it.

Basic human preoccupations made a heartening return at Edinburgh this year. The Tattoo Theatre was about love; Le Lavoir (The Wash-house) about work. Thirteen women in the public wash-house of Amiens in Northern France gather round the tub on an ordinary Tuesday in August 1914 which turns out to be the day of general mobilization in France, and, effectively, the last day of peace. They wash, scrub, gossip, dream, sing. The less French you know the more you could enjoy the informal, naturalistic choreography of Dominique Durbin and Hélène Prévost's production. Those with a certain amount of French were frustrated by the resonant acoustic of the wash-house, which alternately swallowed and released every other word, but the ensemble was superb. True Festival stuff.

Everything I have mentioned so far — save the Papuans, A Wholly Healthy Glasgow and Michael Kohlhass — was on the Festival Fringe, which operates quite separately from, and this year far outshone, the theatre in the main Festival itself. (The Fringe is 90 percent theatre; the Festival, of course, embraces music,
tender and moving without being sentimental, naive without being twee, simple and sophisticated in a manner that kept us wide awake until near two in the morning and certainly feeling better than when Mr. Shapiro’s razors slowly cut through the newspaper 14 hours before.

The purple rabbit was not without its erotic side (turning out to be a young dancer-actress at the end) and in this reminded me of the white garden rabbit in Maurice Sendak’s illustrations to Charlotte and the Lovely Present. At other times The Tattoo Theatre recalled the sophisticated innocence of French film directors like François Truffaut. Its particular kind of freshness would be virtually unattainable by English writers, actors or directors, which is why those of us who saw it fell for it.

Basic human preoccupations made a heartening return at Edinburgh this year. The Tattoo Theatre was about love; Le Laveur (The Wash-house) about work. Thirteen women in the public wash-house of Amiens in Northern France gather round the tub on an ordinary Tuesday in August 1914 which turns out to be the day of general mobilization in France, and, effectively, the last day of peace. They wash, scrub, gossip, dream, sing. The less French you know the more you could enjoy the informal, naturalistic choreography of Dominique Durvin and Hélène Prévost’s production. Those with a certain amount of French were frustrated by the resonant acoustic of the wash-house, which alternately swallowed and released every other word, but the ensemble was superb. True Festival stuff.

Everything I have mentioned so far — save the Papuans, A Wholly Healthy Glasgow and Michael Kohlhass — was on the Festival Fringe, which operates quite separately from, and this year far outshone, the theatre in the main Festival itself. (The Fringe is 90 percent theatre; the Festival, of course, embraces music, art, dance, literature and much else in the programme.)

From the depths of the ocean, the rhythmic beauty of nature has been preserved in delectable light and dark selections of Godiva® Chocolate. And just like all Godiva Chocolates, the unique Oysters and Scallops are filled with glorious surprises that tempt the most cultured of palates.
To those who regard RT # 1 as a playground, the description "GT" means a car with an engine, drive-train, and suspension that are up to the task of flattening out the hills and straightening out the curves.

Such a car is the Beretta GT, available with all the niceties such as a 2.8 liter fuel injected V-6, 5-speed gearbox, Delco shocks, stabilizer bars front and rear. All wrapped up in a wind-cheating coupe. Just the package for the sporty set, right!

But, what if you're like most of us and need a four-door sedan? Doesn't owning a four-door sedan automatically put you in the dull and boring category? Chevrolet doesn't think so. That's why there is Corsica LT. A four-door sedan with all the elements necessary to make driving anywhere a GT experience. Touring Grand, if you will.

Corsica can be ordered with the same available V-6 2.8 liter motor as the Beretta and a sport suspension system. Everything is there except the sleek coupe body. Instead, you get a sleek 4-door body with a drag coefficient lower than a Ferrari Testarossa.

So, there you have it. A true GT sports coupe and a sedan for grand touring. From your Chevy dealer.

From Chevrolet.

*Manufacturer's suggested retail price for a Beretta GT equipped with GT Option Package 1 and Z94 Performance Handling Package. Includes dealer prep. Tax, license, destination charges and other optional equipment additional. Beretta prices start at $9,570.00.

**Manufacturer's suggested retail price for a Corsica LT equipped with LT Option Package 2 and 2.8 Liter V6 with L.F.I. engine. Includes dealer prep. Tax, license, destination charges and other optional equipment additional. Corsica prices start at $6,070.00.
Grand Touring
Beretta GT
$11,656.00*

Touring Grand
Corsica LT
$10,991.00**

To those who regard Rt #1 as a playground, the description "GT" means a car with an engine, drivetrain, and suspension that are up to the task of flattening out the hills and straightening out the curves.

Such a car is the Beretta GT, available with all the niceties such as a 2.8 liter fuel injected V-6, 5-speed gearbox, Delco shocks, stabilizer bars front and rear. All wrapped up in a wind-cheating coupe. Just the package for the sporty set, right?

But, what if you’re like most of us and need a four-door sedan? Doesn’t owning a four-door sedan automatically put you in the dull and boring category? Chevrolet doesn’t think so. That’s why there is Corsica LT. A four-door sedan with all the elements necessary to make driving anywhere a GT experience. Touring Grand, if you will.

Corsica can be ordered with the same available V-6 2.8 liter motor as the Beretta and a sport suspension system. Everything is there except the sleek coupe body. Instead, you get a sleek 4-door body with a drag coefficient lower than a Ferrari Testarossa.

So, there you have it. A true GT sports coupe and a sedan for grand touring. From your Chevy dealer.

From Chevrolet.

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price for a Beretta GT equipped with GT Option Package 1 and Z91 Performance Handling Package. Includes dealer prep, tax, license, destination charges and other optional equipment. Beretta prices start at $9,950.00.

**Manufacturer’s suggested retail price for a Corsica LT equipped with LT Option Package 2 and 2.8 Liter V-6 with MFI engine. Includes dealer prep, tax, license, destination charges and other optional equipment. Corsica prices start at $9,300.00.
theatre, dance, fireworks, the Edinburgh Military Tattoo, opera, and visual art.) It was always going to be difficult, given the Festival director's limited budget and his own idiosyncratic tastes, to match the magnificent World Theatre Season he gave us last year, when no fewer than seven outstanding productions from Sweden, Germany, Poland, Spain, the U.S.A. and Japan dazzled British audiences starved of such things ever since the World Theatre Seasons at the Aldwych Theatre in London came to an end more than ten years ago.

One side effect of Edinburgh's 1986 triumphs has been the visits of shows directed by Bergman, Peter Stein and Yukio Ninagawa to the National Theatre this year, but (although I did not see it all) there was a slightly tired look to Edinburgh's own international theatre program this August, with too many shows that have been around before and too many hybrid shows moving into an uneasy middle ground between the disciplines of theatre, tourism, athletics and dance. The financial compulsion to present instantly popular foreign shows — there is no time for a success to build in a festival schedule — to the dubious spectacle of a French provincial ballet company packing three-and-a-half thousand people into the largest theatre in Britain, — the Edinburgh Playhouse, for a sight of the great Nureyev in roles which he can no longer dance.

This is Edinburgh at its meanest and worst: opportunistic, patronizing, shortsighted. Few London dance critics bothered to attend the Festival at all this year, and the rather peculiar opera program contained only one event of a festival nature: the British premiere of Edward Bond and Hans Werner Henze's Singspiel after Balzac, The English Cat. Ian Strasfogel's tremendously chic produc-
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This is Edinburgh at its meanest and worst: opportunistic, patronizing, shortsighted. Few London dance critics bothered to attend the Festival at all this year, and the rather peculiar opera program contained only one event of a festival nature: the British premiere of Edward Bond and Hans Werner Henze's Singspiel after Balzac, The English Cat, Ian Strasfogel's tremendously chic produc-
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A NOTE FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Dear Friend:

Welcome to our twenty-second season in San Francisco. This year, for the first time since 1983, we are presenting the first two productions in rotating repertory and continuing a repertory policy throughout most of the season, so that two, or even three, different productions are available in any given week.

The concept of repertory is an important component of our work for several reasons. For one thing it offers creative challenges to our actors, designers and backstage personnel. Instead of playing a single role eight times a week, A.C.T. actors play or rehearse two or three, and the contrast tends to sharpen, refine and intensify the actor’s work in each part.

Our scenic designers have a different kind of challenge: to create full-scale settings for classic and contemporary plays constructed so that one can be dismantled and another assembled—both in the space of an hour or an hour and a half, sometimes between a matinee and an evening performance.

There are other benefits to repertory, too. Because productions are presented only three or four times a week, the run of each play is extended, giving it more time to find its audience as word of mouth builds in the community. A blockbuster comedy playing several performances a week can help support a less immediately popular but worthy drama that may be scheduled only once or twice in the same week.

In a less tangible sense, a repertory format adds a special kind of vitality, variety and energy to a theatre company. The constant change and renewal is invigorating to the artists and offers a vivid indication of a company’s scope and depth as it alternates between, say, The Seagull, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom and The Real Thing within a few days, as we did last year.

We are proud to present William Shakespeare’s King Lear and Sam Shepard’s A Lie of the Mind as our opening productions. We hope they signal the beginning of a season rich in entertainment and illumination. Thank you for being with us.

Cordially,

Edward Hastings
Artistic Director

For the gentleman in your life.
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Dear Friend:

Welcome to our twenty-second season in San Francisco. This year, for the first time since 1963, we are presenting the first two productions in rotating repertory and continuing a repertory policy throughout most of the season, so that two, or even three, different productions are available in any given week.

The concept of repertory is an important component of our work for several reasons. For one thing it offers creative challenges to our actors, designers and backstage personnel. Instead of playing a single role eight times a week, A.C.T. actors play or rehearse two or three, and the contrast tends to sharpen, refine and intensify the actor's work in each part.

Our scenic designers have a different kind of challenge: to create full-scale settings for classic and contemporary plays constructed so that one can be dismantled and another assembled—both in the space of an hour or an hour and a half, sometimes between a matinée and an evening performance.

There are other benefits to repertory, too. Because productions are presented only three or four times a week, the run of each play is extended, giving it more time to find its audience as word of mouth builds in the community. A blockbuster comedy playing several performances a week can help support a less immediately popular but worthy drama that may be scheduled only once or twice in the same week.

In a less tangible sense, a repertory format adds a special kind of vitality, variety and energy to a theatre company. The constant change and renewal is invigorating to the artists and offers a vivid indication of a company's scope and depth as it alternates between, say, The Seagull, Ma Rainey's Black Bottom and The Real Thing within a few days, as we did last year.

We are proud to present William Shakespeare's King Lear and Sam Shepard's A Lie of the Mind as our opening productions. We hope they signal the beginning of a season rich in entertainment and illumination. Thank you for being with us.

Cordially,

Edward Hastings
Artistic Director

For the gentleman in your life.
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PORTMAN PROVES FRIEND TO THE ARTS

A.C.T.'s newest neighbor in the Theatre District is right at home in its artistic surroundings. The new Portman Hotel at the corner of Mason and Post Streets appears to be a 330-room gallery of art—from the 10' by 10' bronze sculpture at the motor entrance to the antique Japanese screen in the rooftop club. In fact, Managing Director Patrick Mene estimates that $675,000 of the hotel's opening budget went toward artwork, primarily the work of Bay Area artists.

And in an unprecedented good neighbor gesture for the San Francisco Arts Commission, John Portman, architect and developer of the hotel that bears his name, donated $10,000 to a 96-page catalog of the city's publicly-owned art.

For A.C.T., The Portman generously agreed to host the Season Gala on October 17, 1987, featuring a lavish dinner and cast party. The hotel has also provided luxury accommodations for a host of illustrious A.C.T. alumni attending the Gala, including Marsha Mason, Harry Hamlin, Richard Dysart and Laurence Luckinbill. Season Gala Chairman Erika Hills has deemed the hotel "the best thing to happen to San Francisco since the arrival of A.C.T."

A.C.T. donors of the Williams, Shakespeare and Sophocles Circles will be receiving a special benefit this season—complimentary parking at The Portman for each of their subscription performances—in recognition of their support to A.C.T.

The entire A.C.T. company wishes to salute the generosity and good will of The Portman. The hotel's loyalty to the arts community is most welcome.

SIMPSON PAPER SPONSORS "LEAR"

Simpson Paper Company has helped A.C.T. get our season and our 1987-88 fund raising campaign off to a great start by making a generous grant to underwrite King Lear through the Simpson Fund, a corporate foundation. A longtime supporter of the theatre, the corporation also distinguished itself last season by co-sponsoring A.C.T.'s acclaimed production of The Doctor's Dilemma.

Headed by President John Fannon, Simpson Paper Company is a major producer of high quality coated, printing, writing and technical papers. Taking an active approach to corporate philanthropy, Simpson Paper Company has a strong interest in promoting the quality of life in all its community. The policy has led the company to play a leadership role in supporting the arts in San Francisco, their corporate headquarters.

"We're well aware of the role that a company such as ours should play in the life of a city," commented Fannon. "We're proud to maintain a strong commitment to the arts in San Francisco—and our support of A.C.T. throughout the past decade is a result of that ongoing effort."

"We view A.C.T. as a unique organization making a valuable contribution to the community," noted Fannon, "and, in that sense, the theatre shares common goals with Simpson Paper. We're very pleased to support A.C.T.'s artistic goals and ambitions by underwriting this production."

A.C.T. is proud to include Simpson Paper Company among our growing list of corporate donors, and to offer our sincere thanks for its outstanding support of King Lear.

Unfortunately there is no escaping the fact that THE GLENLIVET Scotch whisky does cost around $20.00. But then, you see, The Glenlivet has been made in the same unique way since 1747. And it is a 12-year-old single malt Scotch with unsurpassed smoothness and character. All of which make The Glenlivet a powerful incentive for all who strain to achieve perfection. If it comes too easy, it's not worth having, right?

THE GLENLIVET: JUST SLIGHTLY OUT OF REACH.
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A.C.T.'s newest neighbor in the Theatre District is right at home in its artistic surroundings. The new Portman Hotel at the corner of Mason and Post Streets appears to be a 330-room gallery of art — from the 10' x 10' bronze sculpture at the motor entrance to the antique Japanese screen in the rooftop club. In fact, Managing Director Patrick Mene estimates that $675,000 of the hotel's opening budget went toward artwork, primarily the work of Bay Area artists.

And in an unprecedented good neighbor gesture for the San Francisco Arts Commission, John Portman, architect and developer of the hotel that bears his name, donated $10,000 to a 96-page catalog of the city's publicly-owned art.

For A.C.T., The Portman generously agreed to host the Season Gala on October 17, 1987, featuring a lavish dinner and cast party. The hotel has also provided luxury accommodations for a host of illustrious A.C.T. alumni attending the Gala, including Marsha Mason, Harry Hamlin, Richard Dysart and Laurence Luckinbill. Season Gala Chairman Erika Hills has deemed the hotel "the best thing to happen to San Francisco since the arrival of A.C.T."

A.C.T. donors of the Williams, Shakespeare and Sophocles Circles will be receiving a special benefit this season — complimentary parking at The Portman for each of their subscription performances — in recognition of their support to A.C.T.

The entire A.C.T. company wishes to salute the generosity and goodwill of The Portman. The hotel's loyalty to the arts community is most welcome.

SIMPSON PAPER SPONSORS "LEAR"

Simpson Paper Company has helped A.C.T. get our season and our 1987-88 fund raising campaign off to a great start by making a generous grant to underwrite King Lear through the Simpson Fund, a corporate foundation. A longtime supporter of the theatre, the corporation also distinguished itself last season by co-sponsoring A.C.T.'s acclaimed production of The Doctor's Dilemma.

Headed by President John Fannon, Simpson Paper Company is a major producer of high quality coated, printing, writing and technical papers. Taking an active approach to corporate philanthropy, Simpson Paper Company has a strong interest in promoting the quality of life in all its community. The policy has led the company to play a leadership role in supporting the arts in San Francisco, their corporate headquarters.

"We're well aware of the role that a company such as ours should play in the life of a city," commented Fannon. "We're proud to maintain a strong commitment to the arts in San Francisco — and our support of A.C.T. throughout the past decade is a result of that ongoing effort."

"We view A.C.T. as a unique organization making a valuable contribution to the community," noted Fannon, "and, in that sense, the theatre shares common goals with Simpson Paper. We're very pleased to support A.C.T.'s artistic goals and ambitions by underwriting this production."

A.C.T. is proud to include Simpson Paper Company among our growing list of corporate donors, and to offer our sincere thanks for its outstanding support of King Lear.
WHO'S WHO AT A.C.T.

JOSEPH BIRD is now in his 18th season with A.C.T. Educated at Penn State College and having studied with Lee Strasberg, he became a featured actor in Ellis Rabb's APA-Phoenix Repertory Company in New York. Mr. Bird spent much of his career performing on Broadway, at the San Diego Shakespeare Festival's Old Globe and in numerous East Coast summer stock productions. His A.C.T. credits include Paradise Lost, Peer Gynt, The Merchant of Venice, Tristram, Ah, Wilderness! Much Ado About Nothing, Richard III, The Three Sisters, A Christmas Carol, A Midsummer Night's Dream and The Lady's Not for Burning. Mr. Bird has also appeared on Broadway in The Show-Off with Helen Hayes and in Hamlet with Ellis Rabb. Shakespeare Festival, Berkeley Jewish Theatre and Theatreworks of Palo Alto, where he portrayed Franklin Sheppard in Sondheim's Merrily We Roll Along. Among his other credits are Freddie in Good, directed by Julian Lopez-Morillas, Navarro in Love's Labour's Lost, Francis Flute in A Midsummer Night's Dream and Catesby in Richard III with Dakin Matthews. Mr. Butterfield also teaches in the Conservatory and Young Conservatory Programs and will be seen later this season in Diamond Lil and The Birds.

RICHARD BUTTERFIELD begins his second season at A.C.T. with the role of Edgar in King Lear. Last year he appeared as the Soldier in Sunday in the Park with George, Billy in The Real Thing, Young Scrooge in A Christmas Carol and, among other roles, a drag queen in Faustus in Hell, for which his much lovelier wife, Glynn, and four sisters chided him considerably. Mr. Butterfield has worked in the Bay Area with the San Jose Repertory Company. Berkeley

NANCY CARLIN, a graduate of the Advanced Training Program, returns to A.C.T. for her third season following appearances last year as Jennifer Dubedit in The Doctor's Dilemma.
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JOSEPH BIRD is now in his 18th season with A.C.T. Educated at Penn State College and having studied with Lee Strasberg, he became a featured actor in Ellis Rabb's APA-Phoenix Repertory Company in New York. Mr. Bird spent much of his career performing on Broadway, at the San Diego Shakespeare Festival's Old Globe and in numerous East Coast summer stock productions. His A.C.T. credits include Paradise Lost, Peer Gynt, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night, Ah, Wilderness, Much Ado About Nothing, Richard II, The Three Sisters, A Christmas Carol, A Midsummer Night's Dream and The Lady's Not for Burning. Mr. Bird has also appeared on Broadway in The Show-Off with Helen Hayes and in Hamlet with Ellis Rabb. Shakespeare Festival, Berkeley Jewish Theatre and Theatreworks of Palo Alto, where he portrayed Franklin Sheppard in Sondheim's Merrily We Roll Along. Among his other credits are Freddie in Good, directed by Julian Lopez-Morillas, Navare in Love's Labour's Lost, Francis Flute in A Midsummer Night's Dream and Catesby in Richard III with Dakin Matthews. Mr. Butterfield also teaches in the Conservatory and Young Conservatory Programs and will be seen later this season in Diamond Lil and The Birds.

RICHARD BUTTERFIELD begins his second season at A.C.T. with the role of Edgar in King Lear. Last year he appeared as the Soldier in Sunday in the Park with George, Billy in The Real Thing, Young Scrooge in A Christmas Carol and, among other roles, a drag queen in Faustus in Hell, for which his much lovelier wife, Glynn, and four sisters chided him considerably. Mr. Butterfield has worked in the Bay Area with the San Jose Repertory Company, Berkeley 32

NANCY CARLIN, a graduate of the Advanced Training Program, returns to A.C.T. for her third season following appearances last year as Jennifer Dubedut in The Doctor's Dilemma,
Betty in *The Floating Light Bulb* and Masha in *The Seagull*. She performed most recently with Shakespeare Santa Cruz as Beatrice in *Much Ado About Nothing* and April in *Company*. She has worked at numerous theatres in the Bay Area and beyond, including the Oregon Shakespearean Festival, the Eureka Theatre, the Berkeley Repertory Theatre, the Summer Repertory Theatre of Santa Rosa and the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts in Santa Maria. Miss Carlin received her B.A. in Comparative Literature from Brown University.

Joy Carlin has been with the A.C.T. company for many years. She has appeared in numerous productions, including the roles of Miss Prism in *The Importance of Being Earnest*, Kitty Duval in *The Time of Your Life*, bananas in *The House of Blue Leaves*, Aza in *Peer Gynt*, Aunt Sally in *All the Way Home*, Birdie in *The Little Foxes* and Odile in *Open Comique*. She has been Resident Director and the Acting Artistic Director of the Berkeley Repertory Theatre. Her directing credits include *The House of Bernarda Alba*, The Lady’s Not For Burning and The Doctor’s Dilemma at A.C.T. in addition to productions at the Berkeley Stage Company, Seattle’s A Contemporary Theatre, the Oregon Shakespearean Festival and the San Jose Repertory Company. She is a member of the board of trustees of the Berkeley Jewish Theatre.

1984, she won the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for her portrayal of the Widow Quinn in *Playboy of the Western World*, and in 1981 was the only American to ever join the Royal Shakespeare Company’s tour of American universities. She has twice appeared as the Narrator in Bernstein’s *Kaddish Symphony*. Miss Cole tours with her one-woman show and teaches acting and period dance at both Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle and the University of Washington.

Paul Coolbrith makes his professional debut at A.C.T. in *King Lear*. A graduate of A.C.T.’s Advanced Training Program and former member of Santa Maria’s F.C.P.A., Mr. Coolbrith appeared in, among other roles, the Allen Fletcher productions of *The Unsinkable Molly Brown* as Christmas Morgan, the acclaimed *Iolanthe* as Quinylie and Macbeth as Ross, in addition to Donovan Marley’s *Buddy Buddha* as the Danske. In San Francisco, Mr. Coolbrith’s most recent credits are Atticus in Edward Hastings’ *To Kill a Mockingbird* and Davies in John Wilk’s production of *The Caretaker*.

Megan Cole returns to A.C.T. after an eleven year hiatus, having been with the company for the 1973-1976 seasons, when she appeared in such roles as Varya in *The Cherry Orchard*, Queen Elizabeth in *Richard III*, Mistress Page in *The Merry Wives of Windsor* and Abbie in *Desire Under the Elms*. Since that time, she has performed in theatres from coast to coast, including the Hudson Guild in New York City, McCarter Theatre in Princeton, Center Stage in Baltimore, Intiman Theatre in Seattle, Alaska Rep, Oregon Shakespearean Festival, Seattle Rep and South Coast Rep. In
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JOY CARLIN has been with the A.C.T. company for many years. She has appeared in numerous productions, including the roles of Miss Prism in The Importance of Being Earnest, Kitty Duval in The Time of Your Life, Bananas in The House of Blue Leaves, Asa in Peer Gynt, Aunt Sally in All the Way Home, Birdie in The Little Foxes and Odile in Open Comique. She has been Resident Director and the Acting Artistic Director of the Berkeley Repertory Theatre. Her directing credits include The House of Bernarda Alba, The Lady's Not For Burning and The Doctor's Dilemma at A.C.T. in addition to productions at the Berkeley Stage Company, Seattle's A Contemporary Theatre, the Oregon Shakespearean Festival and the San Jose Repertory Company. She is a member of the board of trustees of the Berkeley Jewish Theatre.

1984, she won the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for her portrayal of the Widow Quinn in Playboy of the Western World, and in 1981 was the only American to ever join the Royal Shakespeare Company's tour of American universities. She has twice appeared as the Narrator in Bernstein's Kaddish Symphony. Miss Cole tours with her one-woman show and teaches acting and period dance at both Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle and the University of Washington.

JOY CARLIN

Paul Coolbrith makes his professional debut at A.C.T. in King Lear. A graduate of A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program and former member of Santa Maria's F.C.P.A., Mr. Coolbrith appeared in, among other roles, the Allen Fletcher productions of The Unsinkable Molly Brown as Christmas Morgan, the acclaimed Ian's Delight as Quillery and Macbeth as Ross, in addition to Donovan Marley's Billy Budd as the Danskier. In San Francisco, Mr. Coolbrith's most recent credits are Atticus in Edward Hastings' To Kill A Mockingbird and Davies in John Wilk's production of The Caretaker.

Paul COOLBRITH

Megan Cole returns to A.C.T. after an eleven year hiatus, having been with the company for the 1973-1976 seasons, when she appeared in such roles as Narya in The Cherry Orchard, Queen Elizabeth in Richard III, Mistress Page in The Merry Wives of Windsor and Abbie in Desire Under the Elms. Since that time, she has performed in theatres from coast to coast, including the Hudson Guild in New York City, McCarter Theatre in Princeton, Center Stage in Baltimore, Intiman Theatre in Seattle, Alaska Rep, Oregon Shakespearean Festival, Seattle Rep and South Coast Rep. In 1984, she won the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for her portrayal of the Widow Quinn in Playboy of the Western World, and in 1981 was the only American to ever join the Royal Shakespeare Company's tour of American universities. She has twice appeared as the Narrator in Bernstein's Kaddish Symphony. Miss Cole tours with her one-woman show and teaches acting and period dance at both Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle and the University of Washington.

MEGAN COLE

AT&T International Long Distance, it's easy to call almost anywhere in the world from the States. So whether you're eager to share news of your travels with family and friends, or want to check in at the office, remember to pick up the phone. You'll find that keeping in touch during business or pleasure trips is easy with AT&T. And it costs surprisingly less than you might think. Just see the chart below for dialing instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO CALL</th>
<th>COUNTRY CODE + CITY CODE + NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST GERMANY</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALY</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For AT&T operator assistance, dial 0. These dialing instructions valid only for phones with AT&T direct dialing capabilities. For further information, call our International Information Service free of charge at 1-800-871-4000.
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DREW ESHELMAN attended A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program in 1973-74 and made his debut with the company in The Ruling Class at the Geary, after numerous student productions. He was seen in the extended San Francisco engagement of Cloud Nine at the Eureka, Marines Memorial and Alcazar theatres, played featured roles in such films as The Right Stuff and Magnum Force, and made television appearances on Partners in Crime and Shannon. Among the other major stage productions in which he has appeared are Hamlet at the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival, The Tempest and The Taming of the Shrew at San Diego's Old Globe Theatre and The Good Person of Szechuan at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre. Mr. Eselman was also a member of the original cast and the Los Angeles revival of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and was featured in the San Francisco Repertory production of Bent. He appears in the yet-to-be-released film Tucker and Earth-Star Voyager, a Disney TV pilot. His previous A.C.T. credits include A Midsummer Night's Dream, A Christmas Carol, Macbeth, You Never Can Tell, The Lady's Not for Burning, Sunday in the Park with George, The Doctor's Dilemma and Faustus in Hell.

PETER DONAT joined A.C.T. in 1968. He was born in Nova Scotia, attended the Yale Drama School, toured extensively and performed for seven seasons with Canada's Stratford Shakespear Festival. In New York, he has performed both off-and on Broadway, where he received the Theatre World Award for Best Featured Actor of 1957, and with Ellis Rabb's legendary APA Repertory Company. At A.C.T., he has appeared in many productions, including The Merchant of Venice, Hadrian VII, A Doll's House, Cyrano de Bergerac, Equus, Man and Superman, The Little Foxes, Uncle Vanya, The Sleeping Prince, The School for Wives, Macbeth, Our Town, Opera Comique and The Lady's Not for Burning. Mr. Donat's television credits include a starring role in the NBC-TV series, Flamingo Road, and a Disney pilot titled Earth-Star Voyager. His film credits include The Hindenburg, The China Syndrome, A Different Story, Godfather II, The Bay Boy with Liv Ullmann and an upcoming release, Tucker, directed by Francis Ford Coppola.

RICK HAMILTON was seen last season as Max in The Real Thing and Trigorin in The Seagull. He was a member of the A.C.T. company from 1973-1976, during which time he appeared in Desire Under the Elms (which toured the Soviet Union), General Gorgias, The Threepenny Opera and as Trim in the widely acclaimed production of The Taming of the Shrew, which was televised for the PBS series.

Celebrate! Sun Day is Here!

Introducing Imported Sun Shochu.
It's everything vodka is, with a twist all its own.
Sun Shochu. The refreshing new light from the east.
DREW ESHelman attended A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program in 1973-74 and made his debut with the company in The Ruling Class at the Geary, after numerous student productions. He was seen in the extended San Francisco engagement of Cloud Nine at the Eureka, Marines Memorial and Alcazar theatres, played featured roles in such films as The Right Stuff and Magnificent Force, and made television appearances on Partners in Crime and Shannon. Among the other major stage productions in which he has appeared are Hamlet at the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival, The Tempest and The Taming of the Shrew at San Diego's Old Globe Theatre and The Good Person of Ser Entrada at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre. Mr. Eshelman was also a member of the original cast and the Los Angeles revival of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and was featured in the San Francisco Repertory production of Bent. He appears in the yet-to-be-released film Tucker and Earth-Star Voyager, a Disney TV pilot. His previous A.C.T. credits include A Midsummer Night's Dream, A Christmas Carol, Macbeth, You Never Can Tell, The Lady's Not For Burning, Sunday in the Park with George, The Doctor's Dilemma and Faustus in Hell.

PETER DONAT joined A.C.T. in 1968. He was born in Nova Scotia, attended the Yale Drama School, toured extensively and performed for seven seasons with Canada's Stratford Shakespeare Festival. In New York, he has performed both off-and on Broadway, where he received the Theatre World Award for Best Featured Actor of 1957, and with Ellis Rabb's legendary APA Repertory Company. At A.C.T., he has appeared in many productions, including The Merchant of Venice, Hadrian VII, A Doll's House, Cyrano de Bergerac, Equus, Man and Superman, The Little Foxes, Uncle Vanya, The Sleeping Prince, The School for Wives, Macbeth, Our Town, Opera Comique and The Lady's Not For Burning. Mr. Donat's television credits include a starring role in the NBC-TV series, Flamingo Road, and a Disney pilot titled Earth Star Voyager. His film credits include The Hindenburg, The China Syndrome, A Different Story, Godfather II, The Bay Boy with Liv Ullmann and an upcoming release, Tucker, directed by Francis Ford Coppola.

RICK HAMILTON was seen last season as Max in The Real Thing and Trigorin in The Seagull. He was a member of the A.C.T. company from 1973-1976, during which time he appeared in Desire Under the Elms (which toured the Soviet Union), General Gorgias, The Trojan Women and as Tristan in the widely acclaimed production of The Taming of the Shrew, which was televised for the PBS series.
Theatre In America. On Broadway, he was a member of the original cast of Amadeus. During his ten seasons with the Oregon Shakespearean Festival he played such roles as Benedick in Much Ado About Nothing, Tom in The Glass Menagerie, Hotspur in Henry IV, Part I, Marc Antony in Julius Caesar and Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew. He has also spent seasons performing with Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, The Alley Theatre, the Dallas Shakespeare Festival and Los Angeles Theatre Center. He can be seen in the recently released film, The Principal.

in Dakota’s Belly Wyoming, Hostel Witness and Jamies Gang. He was also seen in New York productions of Under Distant Skies, Boo, DEROS on the Funny Farm, The Blue Dahlia, and toured nationally as Mozart in Amadeus.

LAWRENCE HECHT continues this year as head of A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program. In addition to staging such A.C.T. productions as The Dolly, Translations and Night, Mother, he has also served as actor, resident director and Director of Actor Training for the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts in Santa Maria, California, where his directing credits include Harvey, Major Barbara and Bus Stop. This will be Mr. Hecht’s 16th season with A.C.T. A graduate of the University of San Francisco and A.C.T.’s Advanced Training Program, Mr. Hecht has directed numerous productions for the Plays-in-Progress series and is an instructor in the Advanced Training Program. He is also a member of the acting company and has performed in more than 25 productions with A.C.T. including The National Health, The Visit, Buried Child, Night and Day, The Three Sisters, Happy Landings, The Holdup and Sunday in the Park With George.

STEVEN ANTHONY JONES has been performing for 25 years, five of those with the Negro Ensemble Company of New York, where he created the role of Pvt. James Wilke in the original production of A Soldier’s Play. Mr. Jones also has worked in films, television and industrial films. He appeared locally in the Eureka Theatre productions The Cherry Orchard, Every Moment and The Island, the San Jose Repertory Theatre’s Master Harold . . . and the Boys and in Division Street at Oakland Ensemble Theatre.

ED HODSON performed most recently with the Vermont Ensemble Theatre Company, where he played Norbert in Blue Window under the direction of Sarah Ream. He studied in the Advanced Training Program at A.C.T., and was seen last season as Brodie in The Real Thing. He has worked at the Eureka Theatre Company, appearing in Landscape of the Body, Fen and A Narrow Bed, which was written by his wife, Ellen McLaughlin. Mr. Hodson has performed in New York for the 29th Street Project.

BARRY KRAFT, a charter member of the company, has recently returned from teaching...
Theatre In America. On Broadway, he was a member of the original cast of *Amadeus*. During his ten seasons with the Oregon Shakespearean Festival he played such roles as Benedick in *Much Ado About Nothing*, Tom in *The Glass Menagerie*, Hotspur in *Henry IV, Part I*, Marc Antony in *Julius Caesar* and Petruchio in *The Taming of the Shrew*. He has also spent seasons performing with Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, The Alley Theatre, the Dallas Shakespeare Festival and Los Angeles Theatre Center. He can be seen in the recently released film, *The Principal*.

**LAWRENCE HECHT** continues this year as head of A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program. In addition to staging such A.C.T. productions as *The Dolly*, *Translations* and *Night, Mother*, he has also served as actor, resident director and Director of Actor Training for the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts in Santa Maria, California, where his directing credits include *Harvey*, *Major Barbara* and *Bugsy*. This will be Mr. Hecht's 16th season with A.C.T. A graduate of the University of San Francisco and A.C.T.'s Advanced Training Program, Mr. Hecht has directed numerous productions for the Plays-in-Progress series and is an instructor in the Advanced Training Program. He is also a member of the acting company and has performed in more than 25 productions with A.C.T., including *The National Health*, *The Visit*, *Buried Child*, *Night and Day*, *The Three Sisters*, *Happy Landings*, *The Holdup* and *Sunday in the Park with George*.

**STEVEN ANTHONY JONES** has been performing for 25 years, five of those with the Negro Ensemble Company of New York, where he created the role of Pvt. James Wilke in the original production of *A Soldier's Play*. Mr. Jones also has worked in films, television and industrial films. He appeared locally in the Eureka Theatre productions *The Cherry Orchard*, *Every Moment* and *The Island*, the San Jose Repertory Theatre's *Master Harold . . . and the Boys* and in *Division Street* at Oakland Ensemble Theatre.

**ED HODSON** performed most recently with the Vermont Ensemble Theatre Company, where he played Norbert in *Blue Wind* under the direction of Sarah Ream. He studied in the Advanced Training Program at A.C.T. and was seen last season as Brodie in *The Real Thing*. He has worked at the Eureka Theatre Company, appearing in *Landscape of The Body*, *Fen* and *A Narrow Bed*, which was written by his wife, Ellen McLaughlin. Mr. Hodson has performed in New York for the 29th Street Project.

**BARRY KRAFT**, a charter member of the company, has recently returned from teaching in Dakota's *Belly Wyoming*, *Hostel Witness* and *Jamie's Gang*. He was also seen in New York productions of *Under Distant Skies*, *Boo*, *DEROS on the Funny Farm*, *The Blue Dahlia*, and toured nationally as Mozart in *Amadeus*.
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**THE PORTMAN PERFECT WEEKEND**

You need it because you need each other.

You're the perfect couple.
Or had you forgotten?
If so, *The Portman Perfect Weekend* was created for you.
A special rendition of the luxuries of San Francisco's ultimate luxury hotel.
*The Portman.*
With personal Butler on every floor.
To meet your every need.
24 hour gourmet room service.
Chafing dish Rolls-Royces.
Late check out.
Rooms that redefine luxurious comfort.
Quiet. Pure privacy.
Complete renewal.
*The Portman Perfect Weekend.*
Experience it together soon.
And remember what it's like to be in love.

(800) 533-6465 · (415) 774-8600

THE PORTMAN
San Francisco
A Four Seasons Hotel Group

100 Post Street · One block from Union Square
From $165 per couple per night. Jackson included.

---
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Casentini / Castille School / Mr. Richard P. Castillo / Mr. Anthony J. Catalli / Ms. Lynn W. Catania / Ms. Pam Chalain / Miss Josephine Chandler / Mrs. Jon B. Chancey / Mrs. Trudy Chang / The Drs. Devron and Valerie Char / Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth J. Chui / Mr. & Mrs. John H. Chipman / Mr. Herbert K. Chittenden / Mr. Paul Choi / Mr. Sang Cho / Mr. Blayne Allen Christopher / Ms. Marilyn J. Church / Ms. Patricia M. Church / Mr. James Churchill / Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Clabon / Mr. Ralph L. Cicerel / Mr. Lloyd Cloud / Mr. & Mrs. Raymond B. Clayton / Dr. & Mrs. James A. Cleaver / Mr. Thomas H. Cleve / Dr. & Mrs. Ray Clough / Mr. & Mrs. John Coan / Mr. J.P. Colahan / Mr. & Mrs. Chapin Cook / Ms. Louise Colbert / Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Cooney / Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Comings / Ms. Julius H. Cornejo, Jr. / Ms. Therese Connolly / Ms. Joanne Condas / Mr. & Mrs. M. Richard Condon / Mr. J.J. Corney / Mr. Richard Congreve / Mr. Donna J.R. Conne / Mr. Robert E. Connick / Mr. Patricia G. Connolly / Dr. & Mrs. Robert E. Connolly / Mr. Gary Cook / Ms. Roselynn Cook / Ms. Edith M. Cookley / Mr. & Mrs. Richard Cooley / Mrs. C.E. Cooper / Mrs. Joan C. Cooper / Mr. Jack Corey / Dr. & Mrs. David J. Costanza / Mr. E. M. Morris Cox / Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Cox / Mr. & Mrs. Peter B. Coy / Mr. & Mrs. Ralph D. Cozine / Ms. Nancy W. Craig / Mr. John Crane / Ms. Yvonne Cremeen / Dr. & Mrs. William P. Creger / Dr. Natalie Crocker / Mr. & Mrs. John Cronin / Mr. William E. Crook / Mr. John Crosby, Jr. / Mr. Steve Crue / Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Crumpey / Ms. Stuart Cullen / Mr. Mary E. Cunningham / Ms. Faye Cupp / Dr. & Mrs. Roy L. Curry / Ms. Vergilia P. Dakin / Dr. & Mrs. Robert L. Dale / Mr. & Mrs. Herbert L. Damar / Ms. Noelle Dargadelle / Mr. Paul Daniels / Dr. Adrian David / Mr. Michael J. Dasher / Ms. Barbara Davis / Mr. & Mrs. Craig Davis / Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Davis, Jr. / Ms. Virginia S. Davis / Mr. Wilbur Davis / Mr. & Mrs. Agnes M. De Benedetti / Mr. Dan De Benedictis / Mr. Frank J. De Heinrich / Mrs. Marlene De Lancia / Mr. & Mrs. Norman, E. Dean / Mrs. Betty L. Deantyn / Mr. & Mrs. Peter DeBono / Ms. Nora J. Degnan / Dr. & Mrs. James W. Delamater / Dr. Thomas R. DeLeo / Mr. Brian DePetrillo / Mr. Daniel P. Delgado / Sr., Ms. Jeanette Derman / Dr. Mr. Allen D. Deskins / W.D. DeMoss / Mr. & Mrs. Howard E. Denbo / Lee P. Denenberg / Dr. Eric Denys / Mr. Robert L. Derham / Mr. James A. Denn / Mr. John P. Denn / Mr. & Mrs. William Dier · Ms. Ann L. Diamond / Mr. & Mrs. Daniel H. Dibert / Ms. Margaret J. Dickson / Ms. Roslyn Robbins Dienstein / Mr. & Mrs. William Dienstein / Mrs. Laura J. Dietsche / Mr. Ronald Casassa / Ms. Ronald Journey into Night. A graduate of Brown University, Mr. Paterson served in the army for four years before starting his professional acting career in a summer stock company. He appeared for at least part of every season for twenty years at the Cleveland Play House, taking time out for live television, films, and four national tours with his own one-man shows, which he has performed in 32 states of the Union and at the U.S. Embassy in London. His major roles for A.C.T. include You Can't Take It With You, Jumpers, The Matchmaker (U.S.S.R. tour), The Circle, All the Way Home (Japan tour), Buried Child, Happy Landings, The Gin Game, Dear Mr. Merton and Painting Churches. Last season he appeared in The Doctor's Dilemma, the 11th anniversary of A Christmas Carol, as Scrooge, a role he originated, and Faustus in Hell. He presently serves as a member of the San Francisco Arts Commission and is a member of the Board of Trustees of A.C.T.

DON PIPER is a third-year student in the Advanced Training Program and has appeared in studio productions of The Cherry Orchard, Hamlet, Henry VI, The Way of the World and The Physicists. He recently appeared in the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival's production of Much Ado About Nothing as Borachio and Encore Presentations' Saved as Harry. He has also toured nationally in Annie Get Your Gun, The 39th Birthday Hour and The Student Prince. Before relocating to the Bay Area, Mr. Piper was active in Dallas/Ft. Worth theatres, where his performances included Cousins in Major Barbara, Clifford in Deathtrap and Ken Harrison in Who's Life Is It, Anyway?

JEANNE PAULSEN makes her first appearance on the Geary stage as Goneril in King Lear. She has been seen by Bay Area audiences at the San Jose Repertory Company in The Very Last Lover of the Riven Cane and How the Other Half Loves, and at the Oregon Shakespearean Festival as Martha in Strange Snow, for which she won a Drama-Logue award. Other OSF productions in which she performed include The Three Sisters, Broadway, Light Up the Sky, An Enemy of the People, Artichoke and The Matchmaker, among others. In Seattle, her work has been seen in the Empty Space production of Fed and a Contemporary Theatre's productions of The Marriage of Bette and Boo, Diary of a Servant, Cloud 9, Top Girls and A Christmas Carol. Her other credits include roles at the Milwaukee Rep, Denver Center Theatre Company and the Pacific Conservatory for the Performing Arts. Miss Paulsen holds a BA from the University of Northern Iowa and an MBA from the University of California/San Diego.

JEANNE PAULSEN makes her first appearance on the Geary stage as Goneril in King Lear. She has been seen by Bay Area audiences at the San Jose Repertory Company in The Very Last Lover of the Riven Cane and How the Other Half Loves, and at the Oregon Shakespearean Festival as Martha in Strange Snow, for which she won a Drama-Logue award. Other OSF productions in which she performed include The Three Sisters, Broadway, Light Up the Sky, An Enemy of the People, Artichoke and The Matchmaker, among others. In Seattle, her work has been seen in the Empty Space production of Fed and a Contemporary Theatre's productions of The Marriage of Bette and Boo, Diary of a Servant, Cloud 9, Top Girls and A Christmas Carol. Her other credits include roles at the Milwaukee Rep, Denver Center Theatre Company and the Pacific Conservatory for the Performing Arts. Miss Paulsen holds a BA from the University of Northern Iowa and an MBA from the University of California/San Diego.

DANIEL REICHERT joins the company this year as a third-year student in the Advanced Training Program. While a student at A.C.T., he performed the roles of Lopakhin in The Cherry Orchard, York in Henry VI, Part II, Horner in The Country Wife, Sir Marmaduke Blood in Nicholas Nickleby, Laertes in Hamlet and Fran
Journey into Night. A graduate of Brown University, Mr. Paterson served in the army for four years before starting his professional acting career in a summer stock company. He appeared for at least part of every season for twenty years at the Cleveland Play House, taking time out for live television, films and four national tours with his own one-man shows, which he has performed in 32 states of the Union and at the U.S. Embassy in London. His major roles for A.C.T. include You Can't Take It With You, Jumpers, The Matchmaker (U.S.S.R. tour), The Circle, All the Way Home (Japan tour), Buried Child, Happy Landings, The Gin Game, Dial "M" for Murder and Painting Churches. Last season he appeared in The Doctor's Dilemma, the 11th anniversary of A Christmas Carol, as Scrooge, a role he originated, and Faustus in Hell. He presently serves as a member of the San Francisco Arts Commission and is a member of the Board of Trustees of A.C.T.

DON PIPER is a third-year student in the Advanced Training Program and has appeared in studio productions of The Cherry Orchard, Hamlet, Henry VI, The Way of the World and The Physicists. He recently appeared in the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival's production of Much Ado About Nothing as Borachio and Encore Presentations' Saved as Harry. He has also toured nationally in Annie Get Your Gun, The 39th Rainbow Hour and The Student Prince. Before relocating to the Bay Area, Mr. Piper was active in Dallas/Pt. Worth theatre, where his performances included Cousins in Major Barbara, Clifford in Deathtrap and Ken Harrison in Whose Life Is It Anyway?

JEANNE PAULSEN makes her first appearance on the Geary stage as Goneril in King Lear. She has been seen by Bay Area audiences at the San Jose Repertory Company in The Very Last Lover of the River Cane and How the Other Half Lives, and at the Oregon Shakespearean Festival as Martha in Strange Snow, for which she won a Drama-Logue award. Other OSF productions in which she performed include Three Sisters, Broadway, Light Up the Sky, An Enemy of the People, Artichoke and The Matchmaker, among others. In Seattle, her work has been seen in the Empty Space production of Fen and A Contemporary Theatre's productions of The Marriage of Bette and Boo, Diary of a Scoundrel, Cloud 9, Top Girls and A Christmas Carol. Her other credits include roles at The Milwaukee Rep, Denver Center Theatre Company and the Pacific Conservatory for the Performing Arts. Miss Paulsen holds a BA from the University of Northern Iowa and an MBA from the University of California/San Diego.

DANIEL REICHERT joins the company this year as a third-year student in the Advanced Training Program. While a student at A.C.T., he performed the roles of Lopate in The Cherry Orchard, York in Henry VI, Part II, Horner in The Country Wife, Sir Mullberry Hawk in Nicholas Nickleby, Laeters in Hamlet and Fran
Act Theatre, San Francisco Repertory Company and Overtone Theatre. In 1982 he joined the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival and has also performed for the Berkeley Jewish Theatre. San Jose Repertory Company, the Oregon Shakespeare Festival and the Berkeley Repertory Theatre where he appeared as Crow in The Tooth of Crime, receiving a Bay Area Critics Circle Award. He returns to the company following a summer at Shakespeare Santa Cruz.

Mr. Swain's other credits include roles in Partners in Crime and Hill St. Blues on network television, as well as the role of baseball player Chico in the recently released films 2000 and Miracle Mile.

LANNY STEPHENS is a second year company member. She appeared last season in Sunday in the Park with George, A Christmas Carol, The Seagull and as Betty Boop and Marilyn Monroe in Follies in Hell. She appeared at the Bay Area Playwrights' Festival as Sister in Looking in the Dark For...ed and, most recently, in Nonsense at the Marines Memorial Theatre. Her studio performances at A.C.T. include Dorine in Tartuffe, Olga in The Three Sisters, Goneril in King Lear and Beat in Lydia Breeze. Miss Stephens is a founding member of Encore Productions, for which she played the role of the Parlor Maid/Temp in the last season's production of La Ronde. She holds a B.A. in Theatre Arts from the University of Texas.

EDWARD HASTINGS (Artistic Director), who assumed the leadership of A.C.T. early last year and guided the company through the most successful season in its history, is a graduate of Yale College and the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. A founding member of A.C.T., his productions of Charles' Aunt and Our Town were seen during the company's first two San Francisco seasons. Since then, he has staged many shows for A.C.T., including The Time of Your Life, The House of Blue Leaves, Street Scene, All the Way Home, Fifth of July and last season's The Real Thing. In 1972, he founded the A.C.T. Plays in Progress program devoted to the development and production of new writing. For three summer seasons, Mr. Hastings served as a resident director at the Eugene O'Neill Playwrights' Conference in Connecticut. He taught acting in 1984 at the Shanghai Drama Institute as part of the Theatre Bridge Program between A.C.T. and the Shanghai Theatre. Off-Broadway, he co-produced The Satinshines of Margery Kempe and Epitaph for George Duhon and directed the national company of the Broadway musical Olives! He staged the American production of Shakespeare's People starring Michael Redgrave, directed the Australian premiere of The Hot L Baltimore, and restaged his A.C.T. production of Sam Shepard's Buried Child in Serbo-Croatian at the Yugoslavia Dramatic Theatre in Belgrade. He has been a guest director at the Guthrie Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Denver Center Theatre Company, San Francisco Opera Center and Berkeley Repertory Theatre.

JOHN SULLIVAN (Managing Director) joined A.C.T. as its chief administrative and financial officer in 1986. A former deputy director of the California Arts Council, he is currently a director of Theatre Bay Area, and a member of the advisory boards of the San Francisco New Vaudeville Festival and Mr. Sullivan has been active in the theatre since the mid 1970's when he directed Harvey Perr's Afternoon Tea at the Circle Repertory Company in New York. He later joined the staff of the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles and the staff of the California Arts Council in San Francisco. Sullivan is a graduate of the University of Southern California's film school. Mr. Sullivan has written and directed numerous short films including three which were featured on the national Emmy Awards. He is also a co-author of The National Outdoor Leisures' School's Guide, a manual for camping and moonlighting published by Simon and Schuster. Mr. Sullivan is a native of San Francisco.

DENNIS POWERS (Associate Artistic Director) joined A.C.T. in 1967, after six years at the Oakland Tribune as a theatre writer and a season at Stanford Repertory Theatre as Associate Managing Director. After several years at A.C.T. Press Representative, he became General Director. William Ball's executive assistant and, later, Director of Artists and Repertory Director, collaborating with Ball on new translations or adaptations of such classic works as Oedipus Rex, Cyrano de Bergerac, The Cherry Orchard and The Bourgeois Gentlemen. With Laird Williamson, he adapted A Christmas Carol for the stage, and the production has been presented annually by A.C.T. since 1976, as well as by other theatres and schools. He has a large dramatization of Dracula which was premiered at the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts and has subsequently been produced by some thirty theatres and schools. In 1985, he and Williamson wrote the film version of Dracula's Miracles, which had its world premiere at the Denver Center Theatre. Both Tyrone and A Christmas Carol have been presented on television. Mr. Powers is a member of the 1987 National Endowment for the Arts Theatre Panel and the Dramatists Guild.

ALBERT TAKAZAUKAS (Director) made his A.C.T. debut, after a notable career in the Bay Area, with last year's successful production of The Floating Light Bulb. As an opera director, he has worked throughout the United States including Seattle, where he opened last year's Seattle Opera season with Tosca. In theatre, he first drew critical attention in his native Manhattan with the only American production in a century of Victor Hugo's Hernani. Later, he directed David Mamet's Ole Bow-Award Winning Sexual Perversity in Chicago, which brought him to San Francisco's Magic Theatre ten years ago. His work at The Magic Theatre also includes These Men, Genjutsu, Cutting Canvas (co-authored with James Keller) and the record-breaking Sharon and Billy. Other productions in the Bay Area include Tartuffe, Chekhov in Yalta, The Way of the World and The Rocky Horror Show. Mr. Takazuckas continues to write with Mr. Keller. Their comedy, An Hour for the Opera, toured for three consecutive years. Last year he directed Molnar's The Guardsman, Much Ado About Nothing and The Magic Flute. Projects this season include: Uncle Vanya, Marin Theatre Company; What the Butler Saw, Berkeley Rep; Albert Herring, Arkansas Opera; and a visiting professorship at the University of California/Santa Barbara.

RICHARD SEGER (Scenery) has designed many A.C.T. productions, including Sunday in the Park with George, The Seagull, The Three Sisters, The Holdup, Hotel Paradiso, The Little Foxes, The Chalk Garden, Much Ado About Nothing, The Trojan War Will Not Take Place, Buried Child, The Girl of the Golden West, The Winter's Tale, The Vortex, The Bourgeois Gentlemen, Cat Among the Pigeons, Macbeth and Something's Afoot, which went on to Broadway. A graduate of Chicago's School of the Art Institute, Mr. Seger also created sets for the Broadway production of Butterflies Are Free and several off-Broadway shows. Mr. Seger's other credits include productions at San Diego's Old Globe Theatre, such as The Country Wife, Othello, Rashomon, The Importance of Being Earnest, Kiss Me Kate and Pagalany; Hay Fever and The Unnatural Truth at the Ambassador in Los Angeles; night, Mother at the Mark Taper Forum; and new productions of La Tractata and Rigoleto for the Central City Opera Association in Central City, Colorado.

BARBARA MESNEY (Scenery) has recently designed the scenery for Much Ado About Nothing at the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, Company at Shakespeare Santa Cruz, Pentametre at the One Act Theatre Company and The Nish at the Eureka Theatre Company. Her designs have also been seen at the San Jose Repertory Company, San Francisco Lamp-lighters and the Magic Theatre, where she
in Gemini. This past summer he appeared as Jabe in Orpheus Descending with the New York Stage and Film Company and, most recently, as Benedick in the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival production of Much Ado About Nothing, directed by Albert Takaazuckas. A relative newcomer to the West Coast, Mr. Rietzett is a native of Massachusetts and holds an A.B. in English from Vassar College.

Act Theatre, San Francisco Repertory Company and Overture Theatre. In 1982 he joined the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival and has also performed for the Berkeley Jewish Theatre, San Jose Repertory Company, the Oregon Shakespeare Festival and the Berkeley Repertory Theatre, where he appeared as Crow in The Tooth of Crime, receiving a Bay Area Critics Circle Award. He returns to the company following a summer at Shakespeare Santa Cruz. Mr. Swain's other credits include roles in Partners in Crime and Hill St. Blues on network television, as well as the yet-to-be-released films Cherry 2000 and Miracle Mile.

**DIRECTORS, DESIGNERS AND STAFF**

**LANNY STEPHENS** is a second year company member. She appeared last season in Sunday in the Park with George, A Christmas Carol, The Seagull and as Betty Boop and Marilyn Monroe in Faustus in Hell. She appeared at the Bay Area Playwrights' Festival as Sister in Looking in the Dark For... and, most recently, in Nunsense at the Marines Memorial Theatre. Her studio performances at A.C.T. include Dorine in Tartuffe, Olgia in The Three Sisters, CQNell in King Lear and Beaty in Lyddie Breeze. Miss Stephens is a founding member of Encore Productions, for which she played the role of the Parlor Maid/Temp in last season's production of La Rou ite. She holds a B.A. in Theatre Arts from the University of Texas.

**EDWARD HASTINGS** (Artistic Director), who assumed the leadership of A.C.T. early last year and guided the company through the most successful season in its history, is a graduate of Yale College and the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. A founding member of A.C.T., his productions of Charles's Aunt and Our Town were seen during the company's first two San Francisco seasons. Since then, he has staged many shows for A.C.T., including The Time of Your Life, The House of Blue Leaves, Street Scene, All the Way Home, Fifth of July and last season's The Real Thing. In 1972, he founded the A.C.T. Plays in Progress program devoted to the development and production of new writing. For three summer seasons, Mr. Hastings served as a resident director at the Eugene O'Neill Playwrights' Conference in Connecticut. He taught acting in 1984 at the Shanghai Drama Institute as part of the Theatre Bridge Program between A.C.T. and the Shanghai Theatre. Off-Broadway, he co-produced The Sameness of Margery Kempe and Epitaph for George Dulan and directed the national company of the Broadway musical Oliver! He staged the American production of Shakespeare's People starring Michael Redgrave, directed the Australian premiere of The Hot l Baltimore, and restaged his A.C.T. production of Sam Shepard's Buried Child in Serbo-Croatian at the Yugoslav Dramatic Theatre in Belgrade. He has been a guest director at the Guthrie Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Denver Center Theatre Company, San Francisco Opera Center and Berkeley Repertory Theatre.

**JOHN SULLIVAN** (Managing Director) joined A.C.T. as its chief administrative and financial officer in 1986. A former deputy director of the California Arts Council, he is currently a director of Theatre Bay Area, and a member of the advisory board of the San Francisco New Vaudeville Festival. Mr. Sullivan has been active in the theatre since the mid 1970's when he directed Harvey Perr's Afternoon Tea at the Circle Repertory Company in New York. He later joined the staff of the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles. Following the closing of the Forum Laboratory, he produced over 20 new works by American playwrights. More recently, he produced The Detective, a collaboration between Joseph Chaikin and Vadivelou Nouveau at San Francisco's Magic Theatre. A graduate of the University of Southern California's film school, Mr. Sullivan has written and directed numerous short films including three which featured on the national Emmy Awards. He is also the co-author of The National Outdoor Leasing School's Wildfire Guide, a manual for camping and mountaineering published by Simon and Schuster. Mr. Sullivan is a native San Franciscan.

**DENNIS POWERS** (Associate Artistic Director) joined A.C.T. in 1967, after six years at the Oakland Tribune as an arts writer and a season at Stanford Repertory Theatre as Associate Managing Director. After several years as A.C.T. Press Representative, he became General Director. He is currently Executive Director and, last year, Dennis supervised Artists and Repertoire Director, collaborating with Bill on new translations or adaptations of such classic works as Oedipus Rex, Cyrano de Bergerac, The Cherry Orchard and The Bourgeois Gentleman. With Laird Williamson, he adapted A Christmas Carol for the stage, and the production has been presented annually by A.C.T. since 1976, as well as by other theatres and schools. His 1975 dramatization of Dracula was premiered at the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts and subsequently produced in some thirty theatres and schools. In 1985, he and Williamson wrote Christmas Miracles, which had its world premiere at the Denver Center Theatre Company. Both Cyrano and A Christmas Carol have been presented on television. Mr. Powers is a member of the 1987 National Endowment for the Arts Theatre Panel and the Dramatists Guild.

**HOWARD SWAIN** was seen last year in A.C.T. productions of The Doctor's Dilemma, A Christmas Carol and The Seagull. He has worked with the Magic Theatre, Eureka Theatre, One ACT4.

**ALBERT TAKAAZUCKAS** (Director) made his A.C.T. debut, after a notable career in the Bay Area, last year's successful production of The Floating Light Bulb. As an opera director, he has worked throughout the United States including Seattle, where he opened last year's Seattle Opera season with Tosca. In theatre, he first drew critical attention in his native Manhattan with the only American production in a century of Victor Hugo's Hernani. Later, he directed David Mamet's Oleave Award-winning Sexual Perversity in Chicago, which brought him to San Francisco's Magic Theatre ten years ago. His work at The Magic Theatre also includes These Men, Genres, Cutting Canvas (co-authored with James Keller) and the record-breaking Sharon and Billy. Other productions in the Bay Area include Tartuffe, Chekov in VQA, The Way of the World and The Rocky Horror Show. Mr. Takaazuckas continues to write with Mr. Keller. Their comedy, An Hour for the Open, toured for three consecutive years. Last year he directed Molinar's The Courtesan, Much Abo About Nothing and The Magic Flute. Projects this season include: Uncle Vanya, Latin Theatre Company; What the Butler Saw, Berkeley Rep; Albert Herring, Arkansas Opera; and a visiting professorship at the University of California/Santa Barbara.

**RICHARD SEGERS** (Scenery) has designed many A.C.T. productions, including Sunday in the Park with George, The Seagull, The Three Sisters, The Hotel, Hotel Paradiso, The Little Fanes, The Chalk Garden, Much Ado About Nothing, The Trojan War Will Not Take Place, Buried Child, The Girl of the Golden West, The Winter's Tale, Fifth of July, The Bourgeois Gentlemen, Cat Among The Pigeons, Macbeth and Something's Appo, which went on to Broadway. A graduate of Chicago's School of the Art Institute, Mr. Segers also created sets for the Broadway production of Butterflies Are Free and several off-Broadway shows. Mr. Segers' other credits include productions at San Diego's Old Globe Theatre, such as The Country Wife, Othello, Rashomon, The Importance of Being Earnest, Kiss Me Kate and Pymatoon; Hail Fever and The Unmarried Truth at the Ahmanson in Los Angeles; night, Mother at the Mark Taper Forum; and new productions of La Traviata and Rigoletto for the Central City Opera Association in Central City, Colorado.

**BARBARA MESNEY** (Scenery) has recently designed the scenery for Much Abo About Nothing at the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, Company at Shakespeare Santa Cruz, Pantomime at the One Act Theatre Company and The Nish at the Eureka Theatre Company. Her designs have also been seen at the San Jose Repertory Company, San Francisco Lamp-lighters and the Magic Theatre, where she
created sets for both the original production and the revival of "Sharon and Billy" and the productions of "Wild Indian and Warhorses," for which she received a Drama-Lecture award. Her work as a scenic artist has been seen at A Contemporary Theatre and the Intiman Theatre in Seattle, and the Oregon Shakespearean Festival and at Old Times among others, and she recently completed a series of sixty murals with long-time collaborator Wayne R. Olds for the Showboat Hotel in Atlantic City. A graduate of San Francisco State University, Miss Mesney has also studied at Carnegie Mellon University and the High School of the Performing Arts in New York City.

ROBERT FLETCHER (Costumes) was one of the four founding directors of the famous Brattle Theatre Company in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Their first season started in the fall of 1927, making this year his fortieth anniversary in professional theatre, film and television. He has served as actor, director, producer, set designer or costume designer in every area of entertainment from grand opera to night clubs, sometimes combining two or three of those offices at one time. His other sets or costumes or both for two dozen Broadway shows, such as How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, Little Me, Walking Happy, Haidmian VII, Mislaid, James Earl Jones, O'Neill, Doubles and the national company of Seagull. In the same tradition, his work in the theatre, he has designed for the New York City Opera, New York City Ballet and the New York Pro Musica Antiqua. He received Tony nominations for the sets and costumes for Haidmian VII and for producing the film Sukis, the musical version of Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit. An Emmy Award-winner as well as a film veteran — his film credits include all four of the Star Trek movies from Paramount and The Last Starfighter from Lorimar — Mr. Fletcher's designs for A.C.T. include The Taming of the Shrew, Cyrano de Bergerac, The Circle, The Matchmaker, The Real Thing and The Seagull. Earlier this year he designed both sets and costumes for a major revival of the musical "She Loves Me" at the Ahmanson Theatre in Los Angeles. King Lear marks his twenty-third association with A.C.T.

BEAVER D. BAUER (Costumes) returns to the company after designing costumes for last season's The Floating Light Bulb. She has worked extensively as a designer at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Magic Theatre, Eureka Theatre, Lamplighters' Musical Theatre, and the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival. Since 1972, she has worked in all capacities for the Angels of Light, a cabaret and theatre troupe specializing in fantastic, outrageous and magical performances. Completely self-taught in all aspects of the theatre, she was responsible for the Angels of Light productions Holy Cow, Hotel of Follies and the 1983 production True Tales of Hollywood Horror.

DEREK DUARTE (Lighting) returns to A.C.T. for a third season as resident lighting designer after designing eight productions last season, including The Real Thing and Sunday in the Park with George. Most recently Mr. Duarte designed lighting for the Los Angeles Theatre Center's production of Mr. Rainey's Black Bottom, a production of Charles Dickens' Hard Times. His work has been seen at Berkeley Shakespeare Festival, The Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland and at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. In 1986 he was awarded a Theatre Communications Group grant to observe lighting designers in New York City. Currently on the faculty of Chabot College, Mr. Duarte holds a MFA in theatre technology from UCLA.

STEPHEN LEORAND and ERIC DREW FELDMAN began their musical collaboration with the Berkeley Repertory Theatre's production of The Thorns of Crime, for which they won both Drama-Logue and Bay Area Theatre Critics' Circle awards. Since then, they have composed scores for the Eureka Theatre's production of Fen, for which they were again honored by Drama-Logue, and for A.C.T.'s production of The Lady's Not for Burning, which garnered them a second BARTCC award. Other scores include The Birthday Party at Berkeley Rep and A Narrow Bed at the Eureka. Last season at A.C.T. their work was heard in both The Seagull and Faustus in Hell. Mr. LeGrand also serves as resident sound designer for the company.

RON McFARLAND is a founding member of Composers Inc., a group of five Bay Area composers dedicated to the performance of new American music. His interest in recent years has been drawn toward opera and musical theatre. Before the success of his three act opera, The Donner Party, Mr. McFarland was known primarily as a composer of songs and instrumental music. His opera, Song of Segue, was staged in 1985 on the In Performance series at Forest Medows, San Rafael and was a finalist in the New York University American Opera Competition in the spring of that year. A piano student of the late Ethel Leginska and Ivan Nadus, Mr. McFarland studied composition with Arnold Schoenberg. He maintains a studio in the Fillmore District where he divides his time between teaching and composition.

J. STEVEN WHITE has been with A.C.T. for eleven seasons in a variety of capacities, excelling as adjunct teacher, choreographer, administrator and director. He traveled with A.C.T. to the Soviet Union in 1976 and to Japan in 1978 and spent the 1985-86 season as the Denver Center Theatre Company Acting Conservatory Director. He has acted in twenty-eight A.C.T. productions, served as a teacher and administrator in the A.C.T. Conservatory, and was director of the 1984 and 1985 Summer Training Congress. Mr. White has been first choreographer for sixty-one productions, including the San Francisco Ballets Romeo and Juliet, directed by Michael Smuin, and A.C.T.s Cyrano de Bergerac, and last season was Associate Director on Smuin's production of Faustus in Hell. He has directed six productions in A.C.T.s playroom, most recently serving as producer and director of the Don't Look Down. Although he continues to teach stage combat at A.C.T., he hopes to spend much of the current season in New York with his wife, actress Annette Bening.

JAMES HAIRe (Production Director) began his career on Broadway with the famed Eva Le Gallienne's National Repertory Theatre. Among the productions he stage managed were The Madwoman of Chaillot with Eva Le Gallienne, Sylvia Sydney and Loretta Young; The Rivals, John Barrymore's Body, She Stoops to Conquer, and Comedy of Errors. Mr. Haire also stage managed the Broadway productions of Georgy, a new musical by Carol Bayer Sager at the Winter Theater, And Miss Reardon Drinks a Little with Julie Harris and Estelle Parsons, and the national tour of Woody Allen's Don't Drink the Water with Sam Levene and Vivian Blaine. Mr. Haire joined the American Conservatory Theatre in 1971 as Production Stage Manager and in this capacity has managed more than one hundred productions as well as taking the company on numerous regional, national and international tours, including those to the Soviet Union in 1976 and Japan in 1978.

EUGENE BARCONE (Stage Manager) is a charter member of A.C.T. Mr. Barcone has directed for the Plays-in-Progress program and worked on the televised adaptations of Cyrano de Bergerac, The Taming of the Shrew and A Christmas Carol. He has worked on more than 70 productions at A.C.T.

KAREN VAN ZANDT (Production Stage Manager), now in her ninth season at A.C.T., has stage managed company productions of Sunday in the Park with George, The Real Thing, Mr. Rainey's Black Bottom, A Christmas Carol, Mourning Becomes Electra and Another Part of the Forest. She has been the company's master scheduler, production coordinator of Plays-in-Progress, director of staged readings, associate director of the Troubadour program, director of the studio production Ah, Wilderness! and co-director of Mornings at Seven and Picnic. Last season she was co-director of the PTP production Rio Seco. During the past three seasons she stage managed Opera Comique, Night, Mother, Private Lives, The Lady's Not for Burning, The Floating Light Bulb and Faustus in Hell.

DUNCAN W. GRAHAM (Stage Manager) is very happy to return to A.C.T. for his third season. Prior to A.C.T. he stage managed for San Jose Repertory Company, Sunnyside Summer Repertory and the California Theatre Center, where he was production stage manager and lighting designer. Last summer, Mr. Graham was production manager for the Performing Arts Alliance Festival at Footlight College.

BRUCE ELSBERGER (Stage Manager) joins A.C.T., for the first time this season. He has been the Production Stage Manager at the Intiman Theatre in Seattle for the past three years, in addition to serving as Production Manager with the Ballthouse Theatre in Seattle. He also has been a theatre actor and has been the company's resident production of A Stranger Named Desiré this season, and independently produced and directed various productions in Seattle. He served as stage manager and production stage manager with PCPA/Thetreestofin Solvang and Santa Maria prior to moving to Seattle. He studied in London, graduated from Drake University and worked with disturbed children as an art therapist in the Des Moines, Iowa schools.
created sets for both the original production and the revival of "Sharon and Billy" and the productions of "Wild Indian" and "Warhorse," for which she received a Drama-Legue award. Her work as a scenic artist has been seen at A Contemporary Theatre and the Intiman Theatre in Seattle, and the Oregon Shakespearean Festival and at A.C.T. among others, and she recently completed a series of sixty murals with long-time collaborator Wayne R. Olds for the Showboat Hotel in Atlantic City. A graduate of San Francisco State University, Miss Mesney has also studied at Carnegie Mellon University and the High School of the Performing Arts in New York City.

ROBERT FLETCHER (Costumes) was one of the four founding directors of the famous Brattle Theatre Company in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Their first season started in the fall of 1947, making this year his fortieth anniversary in professional theatre, film and television. He has served as actor, director, producer, set designer or costume designer in every area of entertainment from grand opera to night clubs, sometimes combining two or more of those offices at one time. He has designed the sets or costumes for both the twenty-nine Broadway shows, such as How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, Little Me, Wishing Happy, Haldrian VII, Missnialist, James Earl Jones' Othello, and the national company of Selina in the Rani at the Mercury Rep. In his work in the theatre, he has designed for the New York City Opera, New York City Ballet and the New York Pro Musica Antiqua. He received Tony nominations for the sets and costumes for Haldrian VII and for producing the film "Sings" in the musical, the musical version of Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit. An Emmy Award-winner as well as a film veteran — his film credits include all four of the Star Trek movies from Paramount and The Last Starfighter from Lorimar — Mr. Fletcher's designs for A.C.T. include The Taming of the Shrew, Cyrano de Bergerac, The Circle, The Matchmaker, The Real Thing and The Seagull. Earlier this year he designed both sets and costumes for the major revival of the musical She Loves Me at the Ahmanson Theatre in Los Angeles. King Lear marks his twenty-third association with A.C.T.

BEAVER D. BAUER (Costumes) returns to the company after designing costumes for last season's The Floating Light Bulb. She has worked extensively as a designer at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Magic Theatre, Eureka Theatre, Lamplighters' Musical Theatre, and the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival. Since 1972, she has worked in all capacities for the Angels of Light, a cabaret and theatre troupe specializing in fantastic, outrageous and magical performances. Completely self-taught in all aspects of the theatre, she was responsible for the Angels of Light productions Holy Cow, Hotel of Follies and the 1983 production True Tales of Hollywood Horror.

DEREK DUARTE (Lighting) returns to A.C.T. for a third season as resident lighting designer after designing eight productions last season, including The Real Thing and Sunday in the Park with George. Most recently Mr. Duarte designed the lighting for the Los Angeles Theatre Center/A.C.T. production of Mr Rainey's Black Bottom and the New York premiere of Charles Dickens' Hard Times. His work has been seen at Berkeley Shakespeare Festival, The Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland and at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. In 1986 he was awarded a Theatre Communications Group grant to observe lighting designers in New York City. Currently on the faculty of Chabot College, Mr. Duarte holds a MFA in theatre technology from UCLA.

STEPHEN LeGRAND and ERIC DREW FELDMAN began their musical collaboration with the Berkeley Repertory Theatre's production of The Threepenny Opera, for which they won both Drama-Logue and Bay Area Theatre Critics' Circle awards. Since then, they have composed scores for the Eureka Theatre's production of Fiddler on the Roof, for which they were again honored by Drama-Logue, and for A.C.T.'s production of The Lady's Not for Burning, which garnered them a second BACTCF award. Other scores include The Birthday Party at Berkeley Rep and A Narrow Bed at the Eureka. Last season at A.C.T. their work was heard in both The Seagull and Faustus in Hell. Mr. LeGrand also serves as resident sound designer for the company.

RON McFARLAND is a founding member of Composers Inc., a group of five Bay Area composers dedicated to the performance of new American music. His interest in recent years has been drawn toward opera and musical theatre. Before the success of his third act opera, The Donner Party, Mr. McFarland was known primarily as a composer of songs and instrumental music. His opera, Song of Ragnar, was staged in 1985 at the In Performance series at Forest Medows, San Rafael and was a finalist in the New York University American Opera Competition in the spring of that year. A piano student of the late Ethel Leginska and Istvan Nadasy, Mr. McFarland studied composition with Arnold Schoenberg. He maintains a studio in San Francisco and divides his time between teaching and composition.

J. STEVEN WHITE has been with A.C.T. for eleven seasons in a variety of capacities, excelling as a choreographer, actor, director and administrator. He attended A.C.T. to the Soviet Union in 1976 and to Japan in 1978 and spent the 1985-86 season as the Denver Center Theatre Company Acting Conservatory Director. He has acted in twenty-eight A.C.T. productions, served as a teacher and administrator in the A.C.T. Conservatory, and was director of the 1984 and 1985 Summer Training Congress. Mr. White has been first choreographer for sixty-one productions, including the San Francisco Ballet's Romeo and Juliet directed by Michael Smuin, and A.C.T.'s Cyrano de Bergerac, and last season was Associate Director on Smuin's production of Faustus in Hell. He has directed six productions in A.C.T.'s playroom, most recently serving as producer and director of A.C.T.'s World Premiere of John Patrick's Don Juan in Zurich. Although he continues to teach stage combat at A.C.T., he hopes to spend much of the current season in New York with his wife, actress Annette Bening.

JAMES HARE (Production Director) began his career on Broadway with the famed Eva Le Gallienne's National Repertory Theatre. Among the productions he stage managed were The Madwoman of Chaillot with Eva Le Gallienne, Sylvia Sydney and Leo R. Dana, The Rivals, John Brown's Body, She Stoops to Conquer and A Comedy of Errors. Mr. Hare also stage managed the Broadway productions of Georgy, a new musical by Carol Bayer Sager at the Winter Theater, and Miss Riverboat Drinks a Little with Julie Harris and Estelle Parsons, and the national tour of Woody Allen's Don't Drink the Water with Sam Levene and Vivian Blaine. Mr. Hare joined the American Conservatory Theatre in 1971 as Production Stage Manager and in this capacity has managed more than one hundred productions as well as taking the company on numerous regional, national and international tours, including those to the Soviet Union in 1976 and Japan in 1978.

EUGENE BARCOME (Stage Manager) is a charter member of A.C.T. Mr. Barcone has directed for the Playwrights-in-Progress program and worked on the televised adaptations of Cyrano de Bergerac, The Taming of the Shrew and A Christmas Carol. He has worked on more than 70 productions at A.C.T.

KAREN VAN ZANDT (Production Stage Manager) came to A.C.T. in her ninth season as A.C.T. has stage managed company productions of Sunday in the Park with George, The Real Thing, M. Rainey's Black Bottom, A Christmas Carol, Mournming Becomes Electra and Another Part of the Forest. She has served as an associate director at the Marin Playhouse and at the Marin Memorial Theatre as Production Stage Manager for The Boys in the Autumn, with Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster, and Top Girls with Caryl Churchill. For a year between A.C.T. seasons, Ms. Van Zandt was the production stage manager for Greater Time.

ALICE ELLIOTT SMITH (Stage Manager) began her career at A.C.T. as a stage management intern. Now in her ninth season, she has been the company's master scheduler, production coordinator of Plays-in-Progress, director of staged readings, associate director of the Troubadour program, director of the studio production Ah, Wilderness! and co-director of Mornings at Seven and Picnic. Last season she was co-director of the Pitt production Rio Seco. During the past three seasons she stage managed I Love a lamp, Mother, Private Lives, The Lady's Not for Burning, The Floating Light Bulb and Faustus in Hell.

DUNCAN W. GRAHAM (Stage Manager) is very happy to return to A.C.T. for his third season. Prior to A.C.T. he stage managed for San Jose Repertory Company, Sunnyvale Summer Repertory and the California Theatre Center, where he was production stage manager and lighting designer. Last summer, Mr. Graham was production manager for the Performing Arts Alliance Festival at Foothill College.

BRUCE ELSPERGER (Stage Manager) joins A.C.T., for the first time this season. He has been the Production Stage Manager at the Intiman Theatre in Seattle for the past three years, in addition to serving as Production Manager with the Bathhouse Theatre in Seattle. He also has stage managed at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre in the highly successful production of A Streetcar Named Desire this season, and independently produced and directed various productions in Seattle. He served as stage manager and production stage manager with PCPA/Theatrefest in Solvang and Santa Maria prior to moving to Seattle. He studied in London, graduated from Drake University and worked with disturbed children as an art therapist in the Des Moines, Iowa schools.
A Man Named Shakespeare
by Jonathan Marks

William Shakespeare was, for most of his professional career, an actor with the leading theatrical troupe in London: the Lord Chamberlain's Men, later called the King's Men. His fortunes were tightly bound to those of his company; he was a significant stockholder, with a share that fluctuated around 10%. Though he continued acting until his retirement in 1611, five years before his death, his most significant contribution to the fortunes of his company was the writing of plays, some 37 in number, to attract customers to the playhouse. Many of these found favor among the theate-going public; the popularity of his plays helped to keep the King's Men at the top of the English theatrical heap, and afforded Shakespeare the wherewithal to make significant investments in real estate.

The critics of the day generally considered Shakespeare one of the very best playwrights in London.

He was born in Stratford-upon-Avon in 1564, the third of eight children of John and Mary Shakespeare. His mother was a member of one of the foremost families of Warwickshire, the Ardens. His father was a successful tradesman — a glover — who participated in local politics, eventually becoming Bailiff, the highest elective office in Stratford. Numerous documents still bear John Shakespeare's name, but none bears his signature; he drew a glover's tool by his name as his mark. He may have been illiterate.

He enrolled his son William, however, in the King's New School at Stratford, which offered an excellent classical education. We don't know whether William finished the curriculum or dropped out, but it is clear that his life changed very quickly. Stratford underwent a recession; his parents suffered severe financial setbacks; and, when he was eighteen, Will impregnated and married Ann Hathaway, an heiress some eight years his senior. Two years later their daughter Susanna was joined by twins, Hamnet and Judith.

Shakespeare did not go on to university, but what he did next is a mystery; from the birth of the twins in 1585, history tells us nothing about William Shakespeare for seven years. When he resurfaces in 1592 he is in the metropolis, London; he is an actor, and he is gaining success as a playwright.

The first mention of his new career was in a deathbed tract by a university-educated playwright, Robert Greene. Addressing his colleagues — other
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Listening to “Lear”

by Dennis Powers

capable of making all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close relation
ship with Beauty and Truth. Exa
mine King Lear, and you will find this exemplified throughout.” Goethe paid
tribute to the universality of Shakespeare’s aging monarch when he obser
ved that “an old man is always a King Lear.”

In fact, the universality of the play, its
timelessness and its undiminished ability to speak directly to us in human terms,
are the foundations on which A.C.T. Artistic Director Edward Hastings has
built his production. Instead of locating the drama in its most familiar setting of
prehistoric Britain, Hastings has opted for a more abstract context.

Working closely with designers Richard
Seger (scenery), Robert Fletcher (costumes), Derek Duarte (lighting) and
Stephen LeGrand (sound), as well as composer Ron McFarland, Hastings has
placed Shakespeare’s work in an evocative, nonspecific environment that
underscores its human qualities rather than its historical ones. Without referring
to any single period in history, Fletcher’s costumes suggest a society where wealth,
power and military might are revered and where greed, cruelty and ruthlessness are
often masked by tradition and formality. Seger’s setting, with its reversible back
wall and movable panels, combining rough wood and elegant metallic surfaces,
fluidly accommodates both interior and exterior locales. And, as the director
points out, it has the added value of eliminating tedious scene changes that
might inhibit the production’s momentum.

Hastings’ rationale for freeing the play
from its usual moorings of time and
place? “I think it throws the emphasis onto Shakespeare’s words,” he says. “I
hope it will make our audiences listen harder and, as a result, feel and under
stand more about the play and respond in a deeper way to the characters and the
poetry. King Lear isn’t a play about Stonehenge, after all. It’s a drama about
people whose humanity we recognize at once and whose problems we face in our
own lives.”

In addition, Hastings wants the scen
ery and costumes to extend and support the series of dualities that he sees as cen
tral to the play—appearance and reality, vision and blindness, reason and
madness, kindness and cruelty, and the stark combination of roughness and elege
ance that characterizes not only the society portrayed but the towering poetry
of the play as well.

In Shakespeare’s opening scene, old
Lear falls victim to the hypocrisy of his
two elder daughters, Goneril and Regan,
whose effusive protestations of love con-
cel their hostility and resentment, while
he banishes Cordelia, the youngest and
most truly loving of his daughters, as a
punishment for her blunt honesty in
speaking to him. Later, when Goneril and
Regan show their true colors, Lear is
devastated and strikes out on his own in
the company of a few ragged followers,
exchanging castle and crown for a hovel
and a bed of straw. Bereft of power and
privilege, he plumbs the depths of sor
row and madness — and in the process
discovers his own humanity.

“The play,” as critic Kenneth Muir
points out, “is not only a tragedy of
parents and children, of pride and inde
gratitude: it is also a tragedy of
kingship. Power corrupts not only the
possessor’s capacity for loving, but the
spontaneity of others’ love. He can never
be sure that the professed love of friends
and relations is disinterested, since it may
easily be purposeful flattery. What is

Interfering With
The Present

Shakespeare does not retell history but re
creates it in the movement of life — there
is no end to it and you cannot find a
beginning. The curtain falls in the thea
tre but in history it all continues. The tex
ture builds up layer after layer swelling
with the blood and tears of generations...

Take the year I was working on Lear:
there was war first at one end of the world
then at the other; every day without fail
people were killed; there was arson in
world capitals, whole districts were burnt
down; grenades of tear gas flew about;
students revolted and troops stormed into
the universities; it was the hour of the
Kommandants, the tanks rolled into the
town. Martin Luther King was murdered
—the fighter against violence. Photos!
graphs appeared in the newspapers of
a new police uniform — a steel helmet
covering the head with only a narrow slit
for the eyes; the whole body was covered
with armour, like an enormous shield...
What century was this?

The so-called “epoch” in the tragedy is
not confined by historical time, but is an
expanse laid open by history; it is all
movement, there is nothing at all of the
past; the pravimal darkness creeps into
the future; the extinct light of hope is set
alight; and flames; everything moves for-
ward. Where? ... The roads behind lead
backwards into prehistory; the way for-
ward is longer, steeper, beyond the hori
zon. At an undefined point the times
intersect: the past threatens to become the
future, and the future has already hap
pened. Who said that the author was
reflecting history? He is interfering with
the present.

— from King Lear: The Space of Tragedy,
by Grigori Kozintsev, director of the
Listening to “Lear”
by Dennis Powers

capable of making all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close relationship with Beauty and Truth. Examine King Lear, and you will find this exemplified throughout.” Goethe paid tribute to the universality of Shakespeare’s aging monarch when he observed that “an old man is always a King Lear.”

In fact, the universality of the play, its timelessness and its undiminished ability to speak directly to us in human terms, are the foundations on which A.C.T. Artistic Director Edward Hastings has built his production. Instead of locating the drama in its most familiar setting of prehistoric Britain, Hastings has opted for a more abstract context.

Working closely with designers Richard Seger (scenery), Robert Fletcher (costumes), Derek Duarte (lighting) and Stephen LeGrand (sound), as well as composer Ron McFarland, Hastings has placed Shakespeare’s work in an evocative, nonspecific environment that underscores its human qualities rather than its historical ones. Without referring to any single period in history, Fletcher’s costumes suggest a society where wealth, power and military might are revered and where greed, cruelty and ruthlessness are often masked by tradition and formality. Seger’s setting, with its reversible back wall and movable panels, combining rough wood and elegant metallic surfaces, fluidly accommodates both interior and exterior locales. And, as the director points out, it has the added value of eliminating tedious scene changes that might inhibit the production’s momentum.

Hastings’ rationale for freeing the play from its usual moorings of time and place? “I think it throws the emphasis onto Shakespeare’s words,” he says. “I hope it will make our audiences listen harder and, as a result, feel and understand more about the play and respond in a deeper way to the characters and the poetry. King Lear isn’t a play about Stonehenge, after all. It’s a drama about people whose humanity we recognize at once and whose problems we face in our own lives.”

In addition, Hastings wants the scenery and costumes to extend and support the series of dualities that he sees as central to the play—appearance and reality, vision and blindness, reason and madness, kindness and cruelty, and the stark combination of roughness and elegance that characterizes not only the society portrayed but the towering poetry of the play as well.

In Shakespeare’s opening scene, old Lear falls victim to the hypocrisy of his two elder daughters, Goneril and Regan, whose effusive protestations of love conceal their hostility and resentment, while he banishes Cordelia, the youngest and most truly loving of his daughters, as a punishment for her blunt honesty in speaking to him. Later, when Goneril and Regan show their true colors, Lear is devastated and strikes out on his own in the company of a few ragged followers, exchanging castle and crown for a hovel and a bed of straw. Bereft of power and privilege, he plumbs the depths of sorrow and madness — and in the process discovers his own humanity.

“The play,” as critic Kenneth Muir points out, “is not only a tragedy of parents and children, of pride and ingratitude: it is also a tragedy of kingship. Power corrupts not only the possessors’ capacity for loving, but the spontaneity of others’ love. He can never be sure that the professed love of friends and relations is disinterested, since it may easily be purposeful flattery. What is
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Shakespeare does not retell history but recreates it in the movement of life — there is no end to it and you cannot find a beginning. The curtain falls in the theatre but in history it all continues. The Texture builds up layer after layer swelling with the blood and tears of generations...

Take the year I was working on Lear: there was war first at one end of the world then at the other; every day without fail people were killed; there was arson in war capitals, whole districts were burnt down; grenades of tear gas flew about; students revolted and troops stormed into the universities; it was the hour of the Kommandants, the tanks rolled into the town. Martin Luther King was murdered — the fighter against violence. Photographs appeared in the newspapers of a new police uniform — a steel helmet covering the head with only a narrow slit for the eyes; the whole body was covered with armour, like an enormous shield... What century was this?

The so-called “epoch” in the tragedy is not confined by historical time, but is an expanse laid open by history; it is all movement, there is nothing at all of the past; the primeval darkness creeps into the future; the extinct light of hope is set alight; and flames; everything moves forward. Where? . . . The roads behind lead backwards into prehistory; the way forward is longer, steeper, beyond the horizon. At an undefined point the times intersect: the past threatens to become the future, and the future has already happened. Who said that the author was reflecting history? He is interfering with the present.

more, the appetite for flattery grows by what it feeds on; those who refuse to flatter are hated and banished, while the flatterers are rewarded.”

Shakespeare’s subplot, paralleling the story of Lear and his daughters with that of Gloucester and his two sons Edgar and Edmund, has occasionally been the subject of unfavorable criticism. One of its most celebrated detractors was Leo Tolstoy, who argued in 1907 that the subplot is “utterly superfluous” and serves only to “distract one’s attention.”

Irish critic Edward Dowden made a convincing case for the defense, however, when, in discussing the relationship of the parallel story lines in an 1879 essay, he noted that “one story of horror serves as a means of approach to the other, and helps us to conceive its magnitude.”

In writing King Lear, scholars believe, Shakespeare characteristically drew on several sources, including an existing play, The True Chronicle History of King Leir, of unknown authorship. Among the other sixteenth-century works to which Shakespeare turned were Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queen, Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicles and Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia. When King Lear was first performed, probably in 1605 or 1606, the title role was played by Shakespeare’s associate Richard Burbage. Notable later interpreters include Thomas Betterton, David Garrick, Edmund Kean, William Macready, Henry Irving and, in our own time, John Gielgud, Michael Redgrave, Orson Welles and Laurence Olivier.

A Man Named Shakespeare

Continued from page 8

learned poets who dallied in playwriting — Greene lamented the fact that this new fellow who was attracting crowds to the theatre was not a university man, as a writer should be, but rather came from the ranks of the actors, “those Puppets (I meane) that spake from our mouths, those Anticks garnish in our colour.” This young Shakespeare was just “an upstart Crow, beautified with our feathers”: an actor doing the work of a man of letters, writing plays.

And an actor he would remain. Aside from the sonnets, and some poetry he wrote during the plague years when the theatres were closed, Shakespeare showed little interest in the literary life. He never bothered to publish his plays; some came out in pirated (and garbled) editions during his life, but eighteen of them remained unpublished until seven years after his death, when two of his fellow actors published an authoritative edition of his works for posterity.

William Shakespeare showed little interest in posterity. He wrote for his fellows: the actors and the theatregoing public.

And his fellow actors knew what we all now know: that William Shakespeare was not just one of the best playwrights of his day, but the best writer mankind has produced. And their descendants, the players of today, know what many tend to forget: that he wrote his plays for one purpose only: for the actors to perform for the entertainment and stimulation of the public.
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You approach one of our 9 shimmering lakes and enter a soaring 8-story atrium lobby with 2 plunging waterfalls. Guest rooms and suites are opulent. Views are mountain high. And our service is gracious and impeccable.


Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa will satiate all your senses. Live the excitement!
Marriott People know how!
& Mrs. David Machado / Ms. Joan G. Mack / Mr. Willie J. Mackey / Mrs. Liza MacNaughton / Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D. Madsen / Mr. & Mrs. Ted N. Magee / Mrs. John Ward Mailliard, III / Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Majka / Mr. & Mrs. Kern Major / Hon. & Mrs. J. Fred Malakoff / Mr. & Mrs. William H. Malkmus / Dr. & Mrs. Michel Mandel / Mr. John A. Mann / Mr. Charles Manning / Mr. Edmund R. Manwell / Mr. & Mrs. Ephraim Margolin / Mr. Paul Manano / Mr. Joseph Mark / Ms. Deborah S. Markley / Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Marks / Mr. & Mrs. Michael Marston / Ms. Dorothy Martinez / Ms. Elizabeth W. Martin / Dr. James F. Martin / Mr. & Mrs. H. Cloud Masengill / Mrs. Kathleen C. Mason / Ms. Virginia R. Mason and Mr. Richard S. Mateosian / Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Massey / Mr. Leonard Matesky / Dr. & Mrs. Michael A. Mathay / Mr. & Mrs. Adolf May / Mr. David Mayer / Mr. Russ Maynard / Mr. John B. McCallister / Mrs. Jennie McCarthy / Mr. Phillip McClanahan / Mrs. Lorraine McCollom / Ms. Carol M. McCracken / Mr. Edward R. McCracken / Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. McCubbin / Mrs. Roland E. McCune / Mr. & Mrs. George G. McDonald / Mr. Dennis V. McDougal / Mrs. Charles B. McDougall / Ms. M. Terry McCrane, M.D. / Mr. & Mrs. Patrick McGahan / Mr. & Mrs. John McGuinn / Mr. George O. McKee / Mrs. Alice G. McKenzie / Judge Winton McKibben / Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth L. McKinnon / Mr. & Mrs. Joseph P. McLaughlin / Ms. Dorothy McMichael / Mr. Roger E. Meade / Dr. & Mrs. Sedgwick Mead / Mr. Forrest J. Mehren / Mr. & Mrs. Gardner W. Mein / Dr. & Mrs. Leo Melaney / Mr. & Mrs. Michael E. Meller / Ms. Janet A. Mendenhall / Mr. Michael Menke / Mr. William Meredith / Ms. Shirley Merrill / Mr. & Mrs. W.D. Mersereau / Ms. Leannor Mesches / Dr. & Mrs. Aubrey W. Metcalf / Dr. Daniel W. Meub / Dr. Christopher Meyer / Dr. & Mrs. Delbert H. Meyer / Ms. Dorothy Meyer / Mr. & Mrs. Frank G. Meyer / Milton Meyer Foundation / Mr. & Mrs. Otto E. Meyer / Dr. & Mrs. Francis W. Michel / Ms. Heidi Mickelson / Ms. Kathleen W. Mikkelson / Mrs. Carol A. Miller / Mr. & Mrs. G. Willard Miller, Jr. / Drs. Craig and Natalie Miller / Mr. George A. Mills / Mr. H. Bruce Minnick / Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm Misuraca / Mr. & Mrs. William T. Mitchell / Ann M. Moller / Ms. Eunice Morgan / Ms. Stephanie Mooers / Mr. & Mrs. James F. Moore / Mr. Robert A. Moore / Ms. Sheila Moore / Mrs. Helen Hunter Morales / Mr. George Mora / Ms. Frances E. More / Mort Organization / Dr. L. Richard Morgan / Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Morgan / Mr. & Mrs. Robert T. Mote / Mr. Morris Mote / Mr. & Mrs. John L. Mothershead / Mr. & Mrs. Steven P. Moulds / Mrs. Muirhead / Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Mulvany / Mr. & Mrs. Paul J. Mundie / Ms. Kate H. Murashige / Ms. Emilée B. Murphy / Mr. & Mrs. Michael W. Murphy / Mr. & Mrs. Thomas L. Murray / Mr. & Mrs. William G. Myers / Ms. Margaret Mykland / Ms. Sharon J. Myler / Mr. Ian A. Nabeshima / Carl J. Naegle / Dean / Mr. Harold R. Nagin / Mr. Ed Nagel / Mr. Joseph C. Naipaver / Mr. & Mrs. Alan Nayer / Mr. David Nelson / Mrs. Frances D. Nelson / Mr. & Mrs. Frederick L. Nelson / Nimco Electronic Corp. / Mrs. Louis J. Newman / Mrs. Marion J. Newman / Mr. & Mrs. W.L. Newman / Mrs. Patricia R. Newton / Mr. John Nickel / Mr. Clyde V. Nielsen / Ms. Mary D. Niemiller / Mr. & Mrs. William L. Nilli / Dr. & Mrs. Charles A. Noble, Jr. / Mr. & Mrs. Michael Noon / Mr. Michael Noonan / Dr. David Norman / Hon. & Mrs. Alen Norris / Melanie and Richard Norris / Mr. Dale G. O'Brien / Dr. & Mrs. Thomas J. O'Connell / Mr. John O'Connor / Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. O'Connor / Mr. Donald P. O'Leary / Dr. Felix H. Ocko / Mr. Ronald Oggi / Mr. & Mrs. Jay R. Olliff / Mr. M. Olmstead / Mr. Joe J. Ong / Mr. & Mrs. Gerald T. Ored / Mr. & Mrs. John H. Ormond / Mr. David J. Orrstil / Mrs. Frank F. Orr / Mr. A. Downey Orick / Mr. Frank Ottiwell / Mr. James R. Overholt / Mr. & Mrs. Melville Owen / Mr. Victor L. Owen / Dr. Daniel K. Oxman / Mr. Steven Pace / Ms. Carolyn C. Packard / Mr. John P. Paddock / Mr. & Mrs. Pagnini / Mr. Alan Palmer / Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Pan / Mr. Lawrence Papale / Dr. Tom Charles Papera / Mr. & Mrs. James C. Paris / Ms. Margaret S. Parke / Ms. Margaret L. Parker / Mrs. Mary T. Parkinson / Mr. Brian D. Parsons / Ms. Margaret Hayes Parsons / Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Parvin / Mr. & Mrs. William Paterson / Mr. & Mrs. Clark Patten / Mr. James M. Patterson / Ms. Mary F. Patterson / Mr. David Pearson / Mr. Frank Pedroni / Dr. Alex Pear / Mr. John Pemerton, Jr. / Mr. N.C. Pering / Ms. Leonilla G. Perry / Mr. & Mrs. Aldean Pethan / Mr. William C. Petru / Reverend David M. Pettingill / Mr. & Mrs. Norman Philbrick / Mr. Walter Phillips / Mr. & Mrs. Wilson G. Pinney / Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Pipkin / Mr. & Mrs. Harold Pischel / Mrs. Calvin Platt / Mr. & Mrs. Myrtle, W. Ploth / Mr. Carl R. Pline / Mr. Seymour Polk / Mr. & Mrs. Tom E. Pollock, III / Dr. & Mrs. Manard E. Font / Mr. Cyril Porter / Dr. & Mrs. Robert E. Power / Mr. John J. Powers / Ms. Joannie Pratt / Presentation Company, Inc. / Ms. Vella Prevatt / Ms. Claire Price / Mr. Lee N. Price / Mr. Myron A. Pugh / Mr. & Mrs. George M. Pullman / Ms. Jan Queenerby / Mr. Paul Quin / Dr. & Mrs. E.E. Quinan / Ms. Bonnie J. Quintino / Ms. Jesse C. Rabinowitz / Mr. & Mrs. W.A. Radke / Mr. Thomas F. Raleigh / Dr.
INDULGENT. THE SENSE OF REMY.

Dave Pelletier / Ms. Jo Rambaud / Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Rands / Mr. Weldon R. Rash / Mr. Will B. Rathbun / Ms. Alice K. Ratner / Mr. David B. Raulston / Mr. & Mrs. Mark Rawlinis / RD’s Tax & Bookkeeping Service / Ms. Barbara G. Rea / Mrs. Catherine Reardon / Mr. Benjamin J. Reed / Mr. Dennis Reed / Mr. Robert S. Reed / Dr. & Mrs. William A. Reeves / Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Regan, Jr. / Mr. Brian Reinfeldt / Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Resnick / Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Reynolds / Mr. William Rhodes / Dr. Douglas Richards / Mr. Griff G. Richards / Mr. & Mrs. Richard Richer / Ms. Judy Richter / Mr. Laurence Richter / Ms. Nelda J. Riegall / Mr. Guy T. Roberts, Jr. / Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy L. Roberts / Mr. Deane Robertson / Mrs. Edis Robinson / Ms. Patricia Robinson / Mr. & Mrs. Burton Rockwell / Rodger Dobbel Interiors / Mr. & Mrs. John G. Rogers / Mr. & Mrs. Thomas L. Rogers / Mr. & Mrs. Michael Rolland / Miss Eugenie A. Rolph / Mr. Gary E. Roof / Mrs. Leslie Roos / Mrs. Robert Roos / Deborah K. and Donald S. Rose / Mr. Manuel C. Rose, Jr. / Mr. & Mrs. Toby Rosenblatt / Dr. & Mrs. Morton Rosenblum / Mr. Gerald B. Rosenfeld / Mrs. Emanuel Rosenthal / Mr. Mark Rosenzweig / Dr. & Mrs. William A. Rosow / Ms. Madie J. Ross / Mr. & Mrs. Edward W. Rossston / Mr. Irwin Roth / Dr. Margot Rothman / Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Rotterman / Mr. James Rowland / Mr. Ken E. Royce / Mr. & Mrs. Carl J. Rudy / Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Ruehl / Mr. & Mrs. Walter K. Rush, III / Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Russell / Mr. Jack Russell / Dr. Leonel Saenz / Dr. & Mrs. M.L. Saquenka / Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Sakol / Joyce and Don Sallan / Ms. Estelle G. Saltzman / Dr. & Mrs. Bruce J. Sams, Jr. / Ms. Lois M. Samson / Mr. & Mrs. Vasto Sardi / Mr. Kenneth Sartori / Mrs. Florence M. Scarlett / Schapiro and Thorn, Inc. / Ms. Saundra Hayn Schaufus / Mr. John Scheid / Mr. & Mrs. F.L. Schell / Mrs. Walter Schilling / Mr. & Mrs. Wolfgang Schilling / Ms. Erna L. Schindler / Dr. Richard M. Schlobohm / Mr. Nathaniel Schmelzer / Dr. & Mrs. Rudy Schmid / Mr. John B. Schmidt / Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence E. Schmitt / Dr. & Mrs. Edgar J. Schoen / Mr. Martin K. Schoger / Mr. & Mrs. John E. Schrock / Mr. & Mrs. Brian Schumacher / Mr. & Mrs. John Schumacher / Mr. Howard G. Schutz / Mr. James H. Schwabacher / Mr. Willis Schwartz / Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Schwartz / Mr. & Mrs. Arthur G. Scotland / Ms. Susan Scott / Mr. & Mrs. W. Richard Scott / Mr. & Mrs. William R. Sears / Mr. & Mrs. W.B. Seaton / Mrs. Dorothea Sege / Ms. Janis Seibertich / Dr. F. Stanley Seifried / Dr. & Mrs. Charles Semonsen / Mrs. Edward Senn / Ms. Louise M. Serata / Mrs. Jerry K. Seton / Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Seton / Mrs. George A. Shaffer / Dr. & Mrs. Robert N. Shaffer / Daniel and Lois Shapiro / Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Shapiro / Mr. Marvin S. Shaw / Mr. & Mrs. John Shea, Jr. / Mr. Marlon Shephard / Mr. Robert Sherritan / Mr. Howard Shortley / Mr. & Mrs. Eugene A. Shurtleff / Mr. Robert Sicilar / Dr. Richard O. Skidmore / Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Siegel / Mr. & Mrs. Leslie E. Siummonds / Mr. & Mrs. Richard Simonds / Ms. Christine Simpson / Mr. Murray Simpson / Dr. Robert E. Simpson / Mr. Robert Sims / Ms. Florence E. Sinton / Ms. Marian A. Sinton / Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Sinton / Mr. Robert E. Sinton / Mr. James Skelton / Mrs. James Stalton / Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Slichter / Mr. Donald Sloan / Mr. Thomas O. Sloane / Mr. Peter Sloos / Mr. David B. Smith / Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Smith / Dr. Joseph N. Smith / Mr. & Mrs. Perrin F. Smith / Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Smith / Mr. & Mrs. F. Scott Smyth, Jr. / The Hon. & Mrs. Joseph Sneed / Mr. & Mrs. David H. Snyder / Ms. Juanita C. Snyder / Ms. Christine Soenksen / Dr. Erik Sohghian / Dr. Jason Soifer / Ms. Ruth Freeman Solomon / Ms. Grace Parker Song / Mr. & Mrs. Parker E. Song / Mr. Stephen D. Sorgen / Mr. & Mrs. C.W. Spangle / Mr. Richard J. Sparks / Mrs. Lucy Speck / Dr. Gordon H. Spencer / Mr. & Mrs. Stan W. Sperling / Mr. & Mrs. Leonard M. Sperry, Jr. / Mr. & Mrs. Mary Ann Splinters / Ms. Laura S. Spooner / Ms. Christine Sproul / Ms. Janine L. Staats / Mr. & Mrs. George G. Staehle / Ms. Emilie E. Stamm / Ms. Adora C. Stanton / Mr. James E. Stark / Dr. & Mrs. Norman C. Staub / Dr. & Mrs. David M. Steele / Ms. Madeleine Stein / Ms. Eleanor Stephens / Mr. R. Lloyd Stephenson / Mrs. Carl W. Stern / Dr. Lawrence D. Stern / Ms. Diane W. Steuber / Mr. & Mrs. Alan Stevens / Mr. Matthew F. Stevens / Mr. Richard F. Steier / Mr. & Mrs. William Britton Solti / Mr. Dexter Stockfild / Mrs. Judith Stone / Mr. James A. Stoughton / Mr. Irving Stowers / Mr. & Mrs. Donald F. Strachan / Mr. & Mrs. David Strain / Mrs. Louise A. Strait / Carl and Laurel Strand / Mr. G.W. Stratfod / Dr. & Mrs. Philip G. Strauss / Mr. George Strom, Jr. / Mrs. Walter S. Strumpf / Michael and Jean Strunsky / Ms. Berneice Stuart / Mr. Jeremiah J. Sullivan / Mr. & Mrs. John Sullivan / Ms. Sally J. Sullivan / Ms. Julie D. Summers / Ms. Patricia L. Sundrud / Mr. John A. Sutro, Jr. / Dr. & Mrs. Shigeto Suzuki / Mr. Dan G. Swander / Mrs. Jean Sward / Dr. & Mrs. Alan J. Swimmer / Mr. Daniel N. Swisher / Mr. Michael C. Taaffe / Ms. Marilyn E. Taghen / Dr. & Mrs. Robert Talley / Mr. & Mrs. Joseph N. Tanner / Mr. F. Hugh Taylor / Mr. & Mrs. Edwin D. Taylor / Mr. and Cindy Taylor / Ms. Francine Tcham / Mr. & Mrs. Paul Teicholz / Dr.
& Mrs. Alan Taitelbaum / Mr. Frederick W. Terman / Mr. George Terrill / Mr. & Mrs. David W. Terris / Dr. & Mrs. Eric Test / Thiessen, Gagen and McCoy / Ms. Claire Thomas / Mr. Jeffrey Thomas / Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey A. Thomas / Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Thomas, Jr. / Ms. Shirley Thomas / Mr. & Mrs. W.W. Thomas / Mr. & Mrs. William E. Thomas / Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Thompson / Mrs. Gerald Thompson / Mr. & Mrs. H.M. Thompson / Mr. John M. Thompson / Mr. & Mrs. Edward N. Thomson / Mr. Karl L. Thon / Mr. Eugene Thurston / Ms. Judith P. Timken / Dr. William Tipton, Jr. / Mr. Robert T. Titley / W. & Mrs. Albert L. Toney, Jr. / Ms. Sylvia G. Toth / Ms. Virginia A. Townsend / Mrs. Virginia Toy / Transamerica Equipment Leasing / Mr. Dally Travaglio / Mrs. James E. Treadwell / Mr. & Mrs. Tom T. Tripp / Thomas and Delinda Trowbridge / Mrs. Mark Tune / Ms. Ellen B. Turbow / Mr. & Mrs. Ned Turckington / Ms. Gisela Turner / Mr. Mary L. Turner / Mr. & Mrs. Floyd R. Turnquist / Mr. T. Turrietta / Mr. & Mrs. John R. Tuturjef, Sr. / Ms. Joey K. Tuttle / Mrs. Willie Grey Tyree / Ms. Irene Underwood / Unicom Computer Corporation / Mr. Montague M. Upshaw / Ms. Barbara J. Vail / Mr. J. Dean Vail / Mark and Kathy Vaidenberghe / Ms. Lisa Vanderlin / Mr. & Mrs. Leland H. Van Winkle / Mr. & Mrs. Bernard J. Vlah, Sr. / Ms. Masako M. Velasquez / Mr. Paul A. Vidich / Ms. Shirley A. Vixie / Mr. & Mrs. J. Vizeley / Mr. & Mrs. Daniel G. Volkman / Ms. Russela Von Bronkhurst / Mr. & Mrs. Gardner Von der Liecht / Mr. & Mrs. Alexander Von Haften / Ms. Ruth K. Vurek / Ms. Mary Wachler / Mr. William Wahrhaftig / Mr. Stephen Waldman / Mr. & Mrs. James L. Walker, III / Ms. Kathleen Walker / Mr. Robert J. Walker / Ms. Winona Walker / Ms. Rita Walljasper / Mr. & Mrs. Ken Walters / Dr. & Mrs. Ronald Ward / Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Wardle / Mr. & Mrs. Donald Ward / Mr. & Mrs. Robert Ward, Jr. / Mr. & Mrs. Douglas J. Warner / Mrs. Clara S. Wasley / Dr. Ralph J. Watson / Dr. & Mrs. Robert Douglas Wayman / Mr. Ron Webb / Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Webster / Mr. Norman V. Wechsler / Mr. Roger Weeks / Mr. & Mrs. Marshall J. Weigel / Ms. Deborah Weinberg / Mr. Doron Weinberg / Irv and Allie Weissman / Ms. Harriet Weller / Ms. Gloria Welsh / Mr. & Mrs. Lynn N. Wendell / Mr. & Mrs. Jack K. West / Mr. Jay C. West / Ms. Josephine West / Dr. & Mrs. John T. Whisenhunt / Mr. & Mrs. W. Stanley Whitaker / Mrs. Nancy G. White / Mr. & Mrs. Walter White / Mr. C. Brooks Whitefield / Ms. Victoria L. Whitman / Dr. & Mrs. Harvey R. Widroe / Mr. William J. Wild / Mr. Henry Willard / Mr. John Willbrand / Mr. John A. Willham / Jack and Kay Williams / Mr. & Mrs. David C. Willman, III / Ms. Elinor Wilner / Ms. Florence

A.C.T. wishes to announce the creation of a Cleo Faulkner Memorial Scholarship Fund. A loyal member of the Friends of A.C.T. and a long-time supporter of the company, Ms. Faulkner was most recently coordinator for the popular A.C.T. 400 group, a social club made up of A.C.T. subscribers. Ms. Faulkner’s energy, enthusiasm and concern will be sorely missed by the company.

SPECIAL THANKS

Arthur Andersen & Co.
Four Seasons Clift Hotel
Hooagian Flowers
La Rosa Formal Wear
Petit & Martin

A.C.T. wishes to thank the following for their participation in the A.C.T. Season Gala:
The Portman-San Francisco, host;
Marsha Mason, Honorary Chairman
Erika Tilles, Chairwoman
Anita Mandikian Pichler, Co-Chairman; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy, Designer; Domaine Chandon

This theatre operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theatres and Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.

If you carry a beeper, watch, or calculator with alarm, please make sure that it is set to the “OFF” position while you are in the theatre to prevent any interruption in the performance.
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Discover Louis Vuitton
at these
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317 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 391-6200
At I. Magnin Union Square
At Macy’s Valley Fair, San Jose (Opening December.)
Also available at selected Macy’s stores.
**THE AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATRE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edward Hastings</th>
<th>John Sullivan</th>
<th>Lawrence Hecht</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artistic Director</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>Conservatory Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Carlin, Associate Artistic Director</td>
<td>Dennis Powers, Associate Artistic Director</td>
<td>Arthur Ballet, Literary Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Garrett, Company Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ARTISTIC STAFF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joseph Bird</th>
<th>Michael Ryan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Butterfield</td>
<td>Carlotta Scarma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Carlin</td>
<td>Garland J. Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Carlin</td>
<td>Lannyl Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Cole</td>
<td>Howard Swain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Coolbirth</td>
<td>Sydney Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Crawley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Donat</td>
<td>DIRECTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Eshelman</td>
<td>Joy Carlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eilan Evans</td>
<td>Edward Hastings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Ferrall</td>
<td>Sabin Epstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Freeman</td>
<td>Albert Takazakus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Hamilton</td>
<td>Laird Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Hecht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Hodson</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Anthony Jones</td>
<td>Eugene Barcone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy Houdek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christina Yao</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dianne M. Prichard, General Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Patterson, Director of Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Royce, Director of Marketing &amp; Community Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Burnor, Operations Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADMINISTRATION**

| Stephen Dutton, Information Systems Manager |
| Minako Dow, Assistant to Mr. Sullivan |
| Beulah Steen, Receptionist |
| Judy Washington, Mailroom Manager |
| Eve Gorodsky, Volunteer Coordinator |

**FINANCE**

| Matt Jones, Cheryl Kuhn, Shane Petree | Business Associates |

**DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNITY AFFAIRS**

| Pamela Sini Watt, Community Affairs Manager |
| Amy Brittan, Grants Manager |
| Darcy Butterfield, Development Associate |
| Lise Corden, Administrative Assistant |
| Jay Hetherington, Donor Records Coordinator |
| Veronica Koreski, Intern |

**MARKETING**

| Ralph Hopkins, Press Representative |
| Ann Bergeron, Graphic Design |
| Richard Bernard, Marketing Associate |
| Jonathan Marks, Publications Editor |
| Linda Graham, Group Sales |
| Ellen Mathews, Subscription Manager |
| Eileen B. Anderson, Monette Zorich |
| Anne Marino, Intern |

**BOX OFFICE**

| John Dixon, Manager |
| Katherine Spielmann, Head Treasurer |
| Jane Smith, Student Sales Treasurer |
| Michael McCarthy, Head Clerk |
| Peter B. Bank, Anna Cunningham |
| Chris Morrison, Nancy Nelson |
| Mark Peters |

**FACILITIES**

| Lesley Pierce, Manager |
| Tom LaPorta |
| Curtis Carr, Jr., Security |
| Robert A. Davis, Security |

**FRONT OF HOUSE**

| Robert Edney, House Manager |
| Fred Geick, House Staff |
| David Engelmann, Head Usher |
| Julie Konop, Fred's Columbia Room |
| Holly Cunningham, Fred's Columbia Room |
| Josephine Bellacomo |
| Beth Freelscher |
| Linda Gentile |
| Linda Grant |
| Nancy Hodges |
| Susanne Hornberger |
| Sarah May |
| Steve Mitchell |
| Evelyn Ramos |
| Beverly Saba |
| Gaylen Snyder |
| Carla Toland |

**Discover Louis Vuitton at these Louis Vuitton exclusive stores.**

317 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 391-6200

At I. Magnin Union Square
At Macy's Valley Fair, San Jose (Opening December)
Also available at selected Macy's stores.
CONSERVATORY STAFF
Emilia Cachapero, Conservatory Administrator
John Loschmann, Assistant Conservatory Director
Cynthia McCain, Registrar
Donald Wescoat, Accompanist
Rhoda Kaufman, Humanities
Barry Kraft, Rhetoric
John Loschmann, Ballet
Mary McNaughton, Script Reading
Michael McShane, Improvisation
Dunbar Ogden, Humanities
Frank Ottewell, Alexander
Priscilla Regalado, Dance
Douglas Russell, Humanities
Jared Saksen, Masque
Anna D. Smith, Acting
Ken Sonkin, Clowning
Deborah Sussel, Scenography
Susan Stauter, Playwriting
Carol Telen, Period Dance
Bernard Vash, Speech
Sydney Walker, Audition
J. Steven White, Combat
John Wilk, Humanities

YOUNG CONSERVATORY
Maureen McKibben, Assistant
Denise Blank
Richard Butterfield
Camie Fourest
Sally Hyde
Linda Laffamme
Sarah Ludlow
Paula Markovitz
Robin Goodin Nordli
Roseanne Smilie
Karin Magaldi-Unger
Gemma Whelan

PRODUCTION STAFF
James Haire, Production Director
Duncan W. Graham, Production Coordinator
Loretta Lowe, Production Office Manager
Todd Gutmann, Scheduler
Eric Norton, Shop Coordinator
Randall Reid, Assistant Shop Foreman
Fritha Knudsen, Supervisor
Rosemary E. Bengle, Design Assistant/Shop Manager
Barbara Blair, Leather
Flo Diaz, Handwork
Kathy Dinger-Katz, Costumer
Karyn L. Hardie-Hill, Soundstress
Diane Roulet Harrell, First Hand
Lynne Horpiedal, Tailor/Draper
Lisa K. Jorgensen, Tailor's Assistant
Kevin King, Buyer
Karina Simonson Kopischie, Buyer/Accessories
Kitty Muntzel-Krywosz
Women's Draper/Cutter
Susanne D. O'Neal, Leather
James W. Ponder, Accessories
Maureen Smudebush, Seamstress
Celeste F. Steward, Seamstress
Sonia Tchahdjian, Head Seamstress

WARDS
Jill Karaskey, Repertory Supervisor
Debbie Burkman, Wardrobe Assistant
Jean Frederickson, Staff Dresser

BACKSTAGE STAFF
David Bluford, Master Carpenter
Emilio Aramendia, Assistant Carpenter
Suzanna Bailey, Assistant Electrician
Robert Barnard, Assistant Property
Chris DeLucchi, Properties Master
Jim Dickson, Assistant Electrician
Daniel J. Michalske, Master Electrician
George L. Oldham, Sound Man
Jim Stoyer, Proscenium
James Kershaw, Stage Doorman
June Bengston, Assistant Stage Door

STAGE MANAGEMENT
Karen Van Zandt, Production Stage Manager
Eugene Barcone
Bruce Elsperger
Alice Elliott Smith

SCENE SHOP
Ed Raymond, Shop Foreman
Robert P. Clot, Shop General
Larry Eisler, Shop General
Dale Haug, Lead Scene Artist
Donald E. Kerns, Mechanical
Leo Lomax, Mechanical
Barbara J. Mesney, Design Associate

Cutty Sark
Uncommon Quality.
### CONSERVATORY STAFF
- Emilia Cachapero, Conservatory Administrator
- Susan Stauter, Young Conservatory Director
- John Loschmann, Assistant Conservatory Director
- John Hartnett, Financial Aid Director
- Cynthia McCain, Registrar
- Lisa McAlister, Office Manager
- Steven Sprowls, Conservatory Assistant
- Donald Wescoat, Accompanist
- Rhoda Kaufman, Humanities
- Barry Kraft, Acting
- John Loschmann, Ballet
- Mary McNaughton, Script Reading
- Michael McShane, Improvisation
- Dunbar Ogden, Humanities
- Frank Ottoway, Alexander
- Priscilla Regalado, Dance
- Douglas Russell, Humanities
- Jared Sakren, Maso
- Anna D. Smith, Acting
- Ken Sonkin, Clowning
- Deborah Sussel, Scansion
- Susan Stauter, Playwriting
- Carol Telen, Modern Dance
- Bernard Vash, Speech
- Sydney Walker, Audition
- J. Steven White, Combat
- John Wilk, Humanities

### YOUNG CONSERVATORY
- Maureen McKibben, Assistant
- Denise Blank
- Richard Butterfield
- Carrie Foust
- Sally Hyde
- Linda Lamphere
- Sarah Ludlow
- Paula Markovitz
- Robin Goodin Nordli
- Roseanne Smith
- Karin Magaldi-Unger
- Gemma Whelan

### PRODUCTION STAFF
- James Haire, Production Director
- Duncan W. Graham, Production Coordinator
- Loretta Lowe, Production Office Manager
- Todd Gutmann, Scheduler

### DESIGNERS
- Beaver D. Bauer, Costumes
- Robert Blackman, Scenery
- Derek Duarte, Lighting
- Cathleen Edwards, Costumes
- Robert Fletcher, Costumes
- Ralph Funicello, Scenery
- Jesse Hollis, Scenery
- Fritha Knudsen, Costumes
- Stephen LeGrand, Sound/Music
- Barbara J. Mesney, Scenery
- Robert Morgan, Costumes
- Richard Seger, Scenery
- Douglas W. Schmidt, Scenery
- Warren Travis, Costumes
- J. Steven White, Fight Choreography

### COSTUMES
- Fritha Knudsen, Supervisor
- Rosemary E. Bengle, Design
- Assistant/Shop Manager
- Barbara Blair, Leather
- Flo Diaz, Handwork
- Kathy Dinger-Katz, Costumes
- Karyn L. Hardie-Hill, Seamstress
- Diane Roulet Harrell, First Hand
- Lynne Horpedahl, Tailor/Dryer
- Lisa K. Jorgenson, Tailor’s Assistant
- Kevin King, Buyer
- Kirin Simonson Kopischke, Buyer/Accessories
- Kitty Muntzel-Krywosz, Women’s Dress/Outfit
- Susanne D. O’Neil, Leather
- James W. Ponder, Accessories
- Maureen Smude/Schulz, Seamstress
- Celeste F. Steward, Seamstress
- Sonia Thakur, Head Seamstress

### WIGS
- Rick Echols, Wigmaster

### PROPERTIES
- Chuck Olsen, Properties Director
- Frank Molina, Artisan
- Cheryl Riggs, Artisan

### BACKSTAGE STAFF
- David Bluford, Master Carpenter
- Emil Aramendia, Assistant Carpenter
- Suzanna Bailey, Assistant Electrician
- Robert Barnard, Assistant Prop Master
- Chris Deluca, Properties Master
- Jim Dickson, Assistant Electrician
- Daniel J. Michalske, Master Electrician
- George L. Oldham, Sound Man
- Jim Stacy, Flynn
- James Kershaw, Stage Doorman
- June Bergstrom, Assistant Stage Door

### WARDROBE
- Jill Karasick, Repertory Supervisor
- Debbie Burkman, Wardrobe Assistant
- Jean Frederickson, Staff Dresser

### SCENE SHOP
- Ed Raymond, Shop Foreman
- Robert P. Clot, Shop General
- Larry Eisler, Shop General
- Dale Haug, Lead Scenic Artist
- Donald E. Kerns, Mechanic
- Leo Lovern, Mechanic
- Barbara J. Mesney, Design Associate

### INTERNS
- Guy Beck, Accessories
- Sharon Cox, Stage Management
- Ed Forseca, Stage Management
- Joie Fennelius, Properties
- Steven Barry Mannshardt, Lighting Design
- Fabienne V. Williams, Costumes
- Jonathan Young, Design

---

**Cutty Sark. Uncommon Quality.**

*To send a gift of Cutty Sark anywhere in the USA, write for details. Dial 1-800-238-4379.*

*The Buckingham Wine Company, N.Y. © 1987-88 Print.*
In providing for your financial security, continuity in the management of assets is of utmost importance.

For over 90 years, Trust Services of America has been serving as professional trustee and asset manager with a unique spirit of competence and responsiveness.

Our commitment is demonstrated by our willingness and ability to manage trusts and portfolios which larger bank trust departments are often reluctant to handle.

TSA includes among over $4-billion in assets under management: real estate holdings, small businesses, and trusts and estates of less than $500,000.

And, TSA's performance record is consistently within the upper tier when ranked with today's most respected money managers.

You may establish a relationship with TSA through the creation of a formal trust or through a simple advisory agreement—either way it will mark the beginning of a lasting and productive relationship. For more information call TOLL FREE, today: 800 221-4171
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Casting the Musical
From "Sondheim & Co."
by Craig Zadan

A poor first audition caused Alexis Smith — at right, with Follies costar Dorothy Collins — to be eliminated from consideration for a role in which she scored the greatest triumph of her career.

The process of casting a Broadway musical is usually as vague to most producers as it is to actors. To accommodate the enormous task of finding the right performer for the right role, producers employ casting directors. One of the most skilled in her profession is Shirley Rich, who worked for Rodgers and Hammerstein and Harold Prince before opening her own independent casting office.

"I have my own philosophy of how to treat actors," she says, "having begun as one myself. A casting director must be knowledgeable about every aspect of the theatre. It takes a lot of time and energy and patience. I don't feel you can cast unless you cover talent... We don't think you can do it just from interviewing and auditioning actors. You must see them in performance, notice aspects of their singing, acting, dancing, and try to remember them by storing these facts in the back of your mind..."


Drop in on
England and Russia
one stage at a time.

If your idea of the perfect holiday includes lots of drama, you'll want to drop in on the very best English and Russian stages — from the Royal Shakespeare Company to the Bolshoi Ballet. Your exciting ten day holiday begins with England, and Stratford's Royal Shakespeare Theatre. Then it's on to Leningrad and Moscow for two unforgettable evenings with the Kirov and Bolshoi ballets, and finally back to London for an evening of theatre.

British Airways' Bard and Bolshoi Holiday includes airfare, first class hotels, ground transfers, theatre and ballet tickets, sightseeing... and much more.

It's just one of the value-packed vacations you'll find in British Airways' free Holidays Brochure. For your copy, call British Airways at 1-800-876-2200. Or better yet, drop by your travel agent.

Drop Everything and Go!™
BRITISH AIRWAYS
The world's favourite airline

*per person, based on double occupancy

Additional restrictions may apply and are subject to hotel policy. Please call for details. British Airways, an operating division of British Airways World Travel, Inc., is not responsible for errors or omissions in these programs. On land, most programs include up to 2 adults and one child. Children 2 years and over will receive the BMI credit on the full fare basis only. This offer may not be combined with any other British Airways promotion, and is subject to availability. Offer is valid for use with standard rates, or any other discounted fare.
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From “Sondheim & Co.”
by Craig Zadan

A poor first audition caused Alexa Smith — at right, with Follies co-star Dorothy Collins — to be eliminated from consideration for a role in which she scored the greatest triumph of her career.

The process of casting a Broadway musical is usually as vague to most producers as it is to actors. To accommodate the enormous task of finding the right performer for the right role, producers employ casting directors. One of the most skilled in her profession is Shirley Rich, who worked for Rodgers and Hammerstein and Harold Prince before opening her own independent casting office.

"I have my own philosophy of how to treat actors," she says, "having begun as one myself. A casting director must be knowledgeable about every aspect of the theatre. It takes a lot of time and energy and patience. I don't feel you can cast unless you cover talent. . . . I don't think you can do it just from interviewing and auditioning actors. You must see them in performance, notice aspects of their singing, acting, dancing, and try to remember them by storing these facts in the back of


Drop in on England and Russia one stage at a time.

If your idea of the perfect holiday includes lots of drama, you'll want to drop everything for British Airways' Bard and Bolshoi Holiday.

Because now, for a limited time, you'll save $100 on the already low price of $838 to $1177* when you drop in on the very best English and Russian stages—from the Royal Shakespeare Company to the Bolshoi Ballet.

Your exciting ten-day holiday begins with England, and Stratford's Royal Shakespeare Theatre. Then it's on to Leningrad and Moscow for two unforgettable evenings with the Bolshoi and Bolshoi ballets, and finally back to London for an evening of theatre.

British Airways' Bard and Bolshoi Holiday includes airfare, first-class hotels, ground transfers, theatre and ballet tickets, sightseeing, . . . and much more.

It's just one of the value-packed vacations you'll find in British Airways' free Holidays Brochure. For your copy, call British Airways at 1-800-876-2200. Or better yet, drop by your travel agent.

Drop Everything and Go!*™
BRITISH AIRWAYS
The world's favourite airline*

*per person, based on double occupancy

© 1987 British Airways

Advance reservations must be booked and paid for at least 30 days prior to departure and no later than December 31, 1988 in order to qualify for the special $838 per person round-trip fares. Fares good from New York, Los Angeles, Miami and Washington, D.C. to London, England. Subject to availability of space and flight. In addition, airfares exclude 7.5 per cent to 12.5 per cent tax depending on the country of origin. Fares may not be combined with any other British Airways promotion, and are subject to availability. Fares are valid for one-way travel only and may not be exchanged for a full return fare unless otherwise indicated.
your mind for future reference.

"Actors by nature are so busy trying to sell themselves they make a lot of mistakes. They often talk too much at auditions. Instead of singing numbers not normally done — and they can be found if they look hard enough — such as songs cut from shows, usually every year there is a song that everybody sings. The year of Man of La Mancha three hundred out of five hundred actors sang 'The Impossible Dream.' Obviously, the production team sitting out there all day listening to the same song done over and over is going to be much harsher on you if you are the ninety-ninth actor singing the same song. And, in general, you're always safer never to sing a song written by the composer you're auditioning for.

"An actor who's new to singing should go any time he can to audition. There's only one way to be trained to audition well and that is to audition as much as possible — not in your apartment and not in your car's studio, but on the stage. The one thing that you've got to be able to do if you are going to remain in a profession such as this, where there is little employment for most of its actors, is to keep your inner confidence, because you are going to go through such torturous weeks, months, years. That's why you should study all the time while you are unemployed. Unless you are working on scenes or working with a vocal coach or dancing all the time, you're never going to make it. You also have to be prepared to find work outside the business while you're studying and training — nobody can make money in show business fifty-two weeks a year.

"A major problem the casting director must face is that some of the most talented people in the world can't give a good audition, and if you go by that and discard these people you would miss some of the most gifted people in New York. So you have to do their readings in different ways and take more time with them. Think frankly, even with a lousy reading, there is something that you're going to see. And then, at the other end of the spectrum, there are actors who come in and give extraordinary readings, get hired, and then the show goes into rehearsal and they never go further than the reading in performance. But when I see someone I believe in, I will go to the moon to help him get the part."

Joanna Merlin, also from an acting background — and today, at times, still active in that profession — took over casting in the Prince office when Shirley Rich exited, at the tail end of casting Company.

"Casting begins on a show," she says, "when Actors' Equity posts a casting notice and anyone who's a member can come and be interviewed. What that means is that you spend a few minutes with each person trying to find out if the actor is physically right for a role, what his background is, and if he's qualified enough to be auditioned. The big problem is that you don't have unlimited auditioning time. You get a résumé and sometimes that résumé is all made up and you don't know that. You don't really know if the person is right until you audition.

Stephen Sondheim (right) and Harold Prince

Easy.

Choosing a fine, blended Scotch like Chivas, Black or Pinch is easy. Everyone recognizes them. Everyone appreciates them. But why give a Scotch everyone else gives? Especially when it's just as easy to give something better.

Inspired.

Glenfiddich. To the rare few who appreciate the truly extraordinary, there's no better Scotch to give or receive. They know that a single malt is not blended with any grain whiskies. That's the absolute smoothest. And that a gift of Glenfiddich is truly inspiring. About $25.
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"Actors by nature are so busy trying to sell themselves they make a lot of mistakes. They often talk too much at auditions. Instead of singing numbers not normally done — and they can be found if they look hard enough — such as songs cut from shows, usually, every year there is a song that everybody sings... The year of *Man of La Mancha* three hundred out of five hundred actors sang 'The Impossible Dream.' Obviously, the production team sitting there all day listening to the same song done over and over is going to be much harsher on you if you are the ninety-ninth actor singing the same song. And, in general, you’re always safer never to sing a song written by the composer you’re auditioning for.

"An actor who’s new to singing should go any time he can to audition... There’s only one way to be trained to audition well and that is to audition as much as possible — not in your apartment and not in a coach’s studio, but on the stage. The one thing that you’ve got to be able to do if you are going to remain in a profession such as this, where there is little employment for most of its actors, is to keep your inner confidence, because you are going to go through such tortuous weeks, months, years. That’s why you should study all the time while you are unemployed. Unless you are working on scenes or working with a vocal coach or dancing all the time, you’re never going to make it. You also have to be prepared to find work outside the business while you’re studying and training — nobody can make money in show business fifty-two weeks a year.

"A major problem the casting director must face is that some of the most talented people in the world can’t give a good audition, and if you go by that and discard these people you would miss some of the most gifted people in New York. So you have to do their readings in different ways and take more time with them. I think frankly, even with a lousy reading, there is something that you’re going to see. And then, at the other end of the spectrum, there are actors who come in and give extraordinary readings, get hired, and then the show goes into rehearsal and they never go further than the reading in performance. But when I see someone I believe in, I will go to the moon to help him get the part.

Joanna Merlin, also from an acting background — and today, at times, still active in that profession — took over casting in the Prince office when Shirley Rich exited, at the tail end of casting *Company*.

"Casting begins on a show," she says, "when Actors’ Equity posts a casting notice and anyone who’s a member can come and be interviewed. What that means is that you spend a few minutes with each person trying to find out if the actor is physically right for a role, what his background is, and if he’s qualified enough to be auditioned. The big problem is that you don’t have unlimited auditioning time. You get a résumé and sometimes that résumé is all made up and you don’t know that. You don’t really know if the person is right until you audition..."
him and that is the sad thing about the casting business. You can't audition everyone and you obviously will overlook people who are talented. I think that after a while you begin to develop a sense. You can't tell how well someone sings from what's on his résumé and a lot of Steve's scores require legitimate, trained singers. But in addition, Hal believes that actors are very important to musicals, and that you can't use singers who sing terrifically and can't act at all.

“There are many offices where you don't get an audition unless you have other Broadway credits. Hal doesn't feel that way at all. He takes great pride in discovering new people. That's the reason you can look at a lot of his shows and see lots of new faces.

“During the interviewing period we send a breakdown of parts to the agents, which we try to make as complete as possible, and then they send in submission lists. I also make up my own submission list of people I think would be right for a particular part and give it to Hal. Then, of course, there are the people who are not represented . . . I would say they have as much chance. Or if an agent calls me and says, ‘I just heard this girl and she's perfect for the role,’ I would absolutely give that girl an audition provided that I trusted the agent. There are some less reliable than others. Then I get together with the musical director who has gone over the music with Steve and we determine what the vocal ranges are, and we start auditioning. I generally screen people with the musical director. We hear them sing and if they want to use their own accompanist they can, otherwise they use the one we have. I try beforehand to give them some sort of idea what kind of music we want to hear. Generally we ask them to bring a ballad because it tells the musical director more about the voice because the notes have to be sustained. If they sing badly I usually don't have them read. If they sing well, then I ask them to read some scenes that they already picked up at the office a few days before and have been preparing. They do the scene with the stage manager, and sometimes, even if they're not vocally right, I have them read so I can get some kind of sense of what their acting abilities are for future reference — or should the vocal requirements change.

“After a few screenings they audition for the director, the choreographer, and the writers. I generally read with them at the first audition. Then there is a group decision and the roles are cast after a series of callbacks where the staff decides who is right for which role.

“There are lots of times where people audition and don't get a role but study and then try again. As a matter of fact, Alexis Smith was auditioned in California for Follies and was eliminated because she sang so badly. She called later and asked if she could have another crack at it and Hal said he'd see her again. So she flew out from Los Angeles on her own and of course the second time she was terrific. She had been working on her voice and she felt more confident. It's wonderful when an actor feels he's right and pursues it until he's seen. Hermione Gingold was not at all close to the original conception of that role in A Little Night Music, but she read the script and asked for an audition. The minute Hal heard her read, it was clear she was indeed right for the role. She turned it into her own and now it's hard to imagine anyone else playing that part.

“The major concern of stars is that they do not like to work in ensemble shows, and Hal's productions are not really framed around a star. They are really more of a group effort. There have been many stars whom we wanted to audition, but once they read the script and realized that they could not use the show as a vehicle, they would not even consider it. But that's all part of the crazy kind of psychology we have to deal with.”

---

**Ad for SF Opera**

**La Traviata** by Giuseppe Verdi

Miricqin, Begg; Araiza, Pons

Meltzer, Copley; Conkin, Walker - Munn

Nov. 23, 25, 7:30pm, Sun 27, 2:30pm

**Family Performances**

Reece; Wunsch, Potter; Fiore

Dec. 19, 12:30pm

**Oberon**

Verdi

**PRODUCTION**

**DIRECTIONS**

**THE TALES OF HOFFMANN**

Jacques Offenbach

Dahl, Gustafson, Johnson, Quittmeyer - Bruno

Nov. 4, 9, 16, 17, 22, 24, 29, 30, Dec. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, Jan. 1, 8, 15, 22

**PRODUCTION DIRECTIONS**

**THE QUEEN OF SPADES**

Peter Tschaikowsky

Eynstieva, Crespin, Cowdrick, Oehman, Noble, Rafferty

Tschaikovsky - Coleman, O'Hearn, Munn

Nov. 23, 27, Dec. 1 & 9 (3:30pm)

**ENGLISH SUPERSTORIES FOR EVERY PERFORMANCE**

All performances at 8:30pm unless otherwise listed.

**TIFFET**

Sat, Sun 7:30

**PRICES**

Sat, Sun Mts. Evenings

Orchestra $55.00 $50.00

Orch. Rear Sides $39.00 $34.50

Grand Tier $35.00 $30.50

Rear Circle $45.00 $40.50

Balcony Circle $55.00 $50.00

Balcony Front $55.00 $50.00

Balcony Rear $65.00 $60.00

Balcony Sides $75.00 $70.00

Box Seats $85.00 $80.00

**PHONE**

(415) 864-3330

**MERIDIAN**

SAN FRANCISCO

50 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94103

Travel Companion of Air France

**MERIDIAN SAN FRANCISCO**

50 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94103

Travel Companion of Air France

**CALL FOR RESERVATIONS**

(415) 974-6400

---

**SEASON PREMIERE AT PIERRE**

Join us for the debut of Pierre's newest menu, starring California's seasonal best prepared with classical French technique.

Open daily for dinner (Closed Sunday)

Meri Saunders on piano

Complimentary Valet Parking

All major credit cards
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him and that is the sad thing about the casting business. You can't audition everyone and you obviously will overlook people who are talented. I think that after a while you begin to develop a sense. You can't tell how well someone sings from what's on his résumé and a lot of Steve's scores require legitimate, trained singers. But in addition, Hal believes that actors are very important to musicals, and that you can't use singers who sing terrifically and can't act at all.

"There are many offices where you don't get an audition unless you have other Broadway credits. Hal doesn't feel that way at all. He takes great pride in discovering new people. That's the reason you can look at a lot of his shows and see lots of new faces."

"During the interviewing period we send a breakdown of the parts to agents, which we try to make as complete as possible, and then they send in submission lists. I also make up my own submission list of people I think would be right for a particular part and give it to Hal. Then, of course, there are the people who are not represented.... I would say they have as much chance. Or if an agent calls me and says, 'I just heard this girl and she's perfect for the role,' I would absolutely give that girl an audition provided that I trusted the agent. There are some less reliable than others. Then I get together with the musical director who has gone over the music with Steve and we determine what the vocal ranges are, and we start auditioning. I generally screen people with the musical director. We hear them sing and if they want to use their own accompanist they can, otherwise they use the one we have. I try beforehand to give them some sort of idea what kind of music we want to hear. Generally we ask them to bring a ballad because it tells the musical director more about the voice because the notes have to be sustained. If they sing badly I usually don't have them read. If they sing well, then I ask them to read some scenes that they already picked up at the office a few days before and have been preparing. They do the scene with the stage manager, and sometimes, even if they're not vocaly right, I have them read so I can get some sense of what kind of their acting abilities are for future reference - or should the vocal requirements change.

"After a few screenings they audition for the director, the choreographer, and the writers. I generally read with them at the first audition. Then there is a group decision and the roles are cast after a series of call-backs where the staff decides who is right for which role.

"There are lots of times where people audition and don't get a role but study and then try again. As a matter of fact, Alexis Smith was auditioned in California for Follies and was eliminated because she sang so badly. She called later and asked if she could have another crack at it and Hal said he'd see her again. So she flew out from Los Angeles on her own and of course the second time she was terrific. She had been working on her voice and she felt more confident. It's wonderful when an actor feels he's right and pursues it until he's seen. Hermione Gingold was not at all close to the original conception of that role in A Little Night Music, but she read the script and asked for an audition. The minute Hal heard her read, it was clear she was indeed right for the role. She turned it into her own and now it's hard to imagine anyone else playing that part.

"The major concern of stars is that they do not like to work in ensemble shows, and Hal's productions are not really framed around a star. They are really more of a group effort. There have been many stars whom we wanted to audition, but once they read the script and realized that they could not use the show as a vehicle, they would not even consider it. But that's all part of the crazy kind of psychology we have to deal with."

"SEASON PREMIERE AT PIERRE"

Join us for the debut of Pierre's newest menu, starring California's seasonal best prepared with classical French technique.  
Open daily for dinner  (Closed Sunday)  
Meri Saunders on piano  
Complimentary Valet Parking  All major credit cards

---

**THE QUEEN OF SPADES**  
P. Ilyich Tchaikovsky  
Evdokova, Crespin, Cowdrick, Ochman, Noble, Rafferty

**THE TALES OF HOFFMANN**  
Jacques Offenbach  
Dahl, Gustafson, Johnson, Quittmeier, Bruno

**HOMEÓ ET JULIETTE**  
Charles Gounod  
Swenson, Renee, Lima, Dickson, Howell, Roueau

---

**ENGLISH SUPERSTITIES FOR EVERY PERFORMANCE**

All performances at 8:30pm unless otherwise listed. (Melting performance at 2:00pm. Best seating availability. Slash through dates indicates SOLD OUT.)

**TICKET**  
Fri, Sat & Eve:  
Prices Sat, Sun, Mats:  
Evenings:  
Prices Sold Out

**PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Sat, Sun, Mats</th>
<th>Evenings</th>
<th>Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
<td>$58.00</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orch. Ring</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
<td>$34.50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Tier</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
<td>$53.50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dress Circle</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony Circle</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
<td>$34.50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony Front</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony Rear</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra Box</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Box</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office, BASS</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHILO CHARLES**  
(415) 864-3330  
Vita - Master Card
Our Condolences

We extend our deepest sympathy to those of you who have paid more than you should have for a new car. Any new car. To avoid further financial embarrassment, may we suggest that you see us before buying your next automobile. Get the best price you can on the car you want, including options. Then call us for an appointment. Our price is usually thousands less than anyone else’s.

Sport Auto Brokerage. No service department. No parts department. No fancy offices. Not even a showroom. Just really cheap prices on any new car you want... from a Mercedes to a Ford truck to a Hyundai.

Sport Auto Brokerage
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Where BART thou Romeo?

Why to the theatre, ballet, opera and symphony? Everywhere a Romeo would take his fair Juliet for a night of fun.


A scene from the A.C.T. production of Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom by August Wilson.

Perhaps the question most frequently asked in the American theatre is, “Where are the playwrights?” Each generation believes that the past was a golden age of dramatic writing and the present is barren by comparison. I remember hearing the question in the fifties, when Williams, Miller, Hansberry, Gibson, and Inge were dominating the stage. It was asked again in the sixties, when Albee, Gelber, Kopit, Bullins, Feiffer and Ribman were generating plays. And it has been insistently posed in recent years — a period, paradoxically, when American playwriting may very well have been entering a renaissance. Even American playwrights are sometimes prone to accept the legend of their invisibility. In a recent article in the New York Times, Albert Innaurato bemoaned the cultural conditions that were making it hard for them to succeed.
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Civic Center Station: Orpheum Theatre, Opera House, Performing Arts Center. Powell Street Station: Curran Theatre, A.C.T. Theatre, Golden Gate Theatre, Fisherman's Wharf

Embarcadero Station: Restaurants and Shops. 19th Street Station: Paramount Theatre, Oakland City Center: Jack London Square, Rockridge Station: Restaurants and Shops, Concord: Concord Pavilion, Coliseum Sports Events, Berkeley: Berkeley Repertory Theatre, University of California

Walnut Creek Station: Ovino Arts Theatre.

Pick up a copy of "Fun Goes Farther on BART" at stations.

Here are the Playwrights

An upbeat assessment of the state of contemporary American drama by one of our foremost directors and critics.

by Robert Brustein

Perhaps the question most frequently asked in the American theatre is, "Where are the playwrights?" Each generation believes that the past was a golden age of dramatic writing and the present is barren by comparison. I remember hearing the question in the fifties, when Williams, Miller, Hansberry, Gibson, and Inge were dominating the stage. It was asked again in the sixties, when Albee, Gelber, Kopit, Bullins, Feiffer and Ribman were generating plays. And it has been insistently posed in recent years – a period, paradoxically, when American playwriting may very well have been entering a renaissance. Even American playwrights are sometimes prone to accept the legend of their invisibility. In a recent article in the New York Times, Albert Innaurato bemoaned the cultural conditions that were making it impossible...

impossible for dramatists like himself to work: insufficient royalties, indifferent audiences, unavailable actors, unadventurous producers. The situation sounds dismal — until you notice there are more talented playwrights around the theatre today than at any other time in our history.

Playwrights are a stubborn breed. Potentially the most ballyhooed writers in our society, they rarely enjoy consistent public or critical approval. One day they are lions, the next day goats. They can work for years on a script, rehearse it for months, and see it die in a week. They may experience every form of discouragement known to a writer; yet, unlike our actors and directors, they rarely abandon the stage permanently for movies or television (many have the option to moonlight in these lucrative fields). Playwriting is not so much a craft as an obsession. Playwrights often seem to have no other choice than to write plays.

I know good dramatists who haven't had a work produced in New York in over ten years. Yet, every season, like clockwork, they submit a new script. In the past, one could argue, they were playing the odds. With one Broadway hit, followed by tours, out-of-town productions, and publication in the Samuel French catalogue, their financial future was assured. Nobody expects this anymore. Today, a serious American play stands as much chance on Broadway as a classical revival, which is to say a brief run at best, even in the unlikely event it gets produced. American playwrights are exiles in their own land, their traditional territory having been usurped by British imports, formula musicals, and lightweight comedies.

Yes, it's true that Marsha Norman's 'night Mother, David Mamet's Glengarry Glen Ross, August Wilson's Ma Rainey's Black Bottom, and David Rabe's Hurlyburly, perhaps a few others, have enjoyed pro-
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impossible for dramatists like himself to work: insufficient royalties, indifferent audiences, unavailable actors, unadventurous producers. The situation sounds dismal — until you notice there are more talented playwrights around the theatre today than at any other time in our history.

Playwrights are a stubborn breed. Potentially the most ballyhooed writers in our society, they rarely enjoy consistent public or critical approval. One day they are lions, the next day goats. They can work for years on a script, rehearse it for months, and see it die in a week. They may experience every form of discouragement known to a writer; yet, unlike our actors and directors, they rarely abandon the stage permanently for movies or television (many have the option to moonlight in these lucrative fields). Playwriting is not so much a craft as an obsession. Playwrights often seem to have no other choice than to write plays.

I know good dramatists who haven’t had a work produced in New York in over ten years. Yet, every season, like clockwork, they submit a new script. In the past, one could argue, they were playing the odds. With one Broadway hit, followed by tours, out-of-town productions, and publication in the Samuel French catalogue, their financial future was assured. Nobody expects this anymore. Today, a serious American play stands as much chance on Broadway as a classical revival, which is to say a brief run at best, even in the unlikely event it gets produced. American playwrights are exiles in their own land, their traditional territory having been usurped by British imports, formula musicals, and lightweight comedies.

Yes, it’s true that Marsha Norman’s ‘night Mother, David Mamet’s Glengarry Glen Ross, August Wilson’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, and David Rabe’s Hurlyburly, perhaps a few others, have enjoyed pro-
ductions on Broadway in the past five years. All of them originated at resident theatres and none, I believe, made profits on their commercial runs. John Guare's *The House of Blue Leaves* will transfer to Broadway after successful showings first at the Mitzi Newhouse, then at the Vivian Beaumont in Lincoln Center. My guess is this play won't make a profit either, though it's closer than most to having a successful formula. With this kind of record, even the most adventurous Broadway producers are being forced to recognize that they can't return investments with serious plays, and this in turn inhibits any desire to risk capital in the hope of advancing American theatre. The situation will not improve, it will deteriorate further.

So where are the playwrights? They're here, all right, though not in commercial venues. They are still being welcomed by resident companies, off-Broadway and beyond, and by the various playwriting festivals in Louisville, Waterford, and the Berkshires. Their fees range from pin money to modest royalties, but the possibility of the Big Bonanza is becoming more and more remote. A Broadway playwright once remarked that you can't make a living in the theatre, only a killing. Now you can't even make a killing. Your best hope for a living is an NEA or Rockefeller or Guggenheim grant, or a play that makes the rounds of the non-profit theatres, possibly followed by a modest movie sale.

I am going to propose a strange hypothesis; I hope it will not be construed as showing insensitivity to the American playwright's material need. But it is my growing conviction that the very conditions blocking commercial success are proving responsible for artistic developments of a very high order. In the past, the pattern of American playwriting has usually been one or two major successes, accompanied by phenomenal media acclaim, followed by a succession of disappointing failures and a critical write-off. This was the pattern of O'Neill, who was forced to abandon the stage for almost a decade and afterwards watch his masterpiece, *The Iceman Cometh*, rejected by press and public alike. It was the experience of Clifford Odets, who couldn't ring a cash register on Broadway after *Awake and Sing* and *Golden Boy*. It was the fate of Arthur Miller after *All My Sons* and *Death of a Salesman*, a dramatist of world acclaim who hasn't managed to make a significant theatrical impact in
ductions on Broadway in the past five years. All of them originated at resident theatres and none, I believe, made profits on their commercial runs. John Guare's *The House of Blue Leaves* will transfer to Broadway after successful showings first at the Mitzi Newhouse, then at the Vivian Beaumont in Lincoln Center. My guess is this play won't make a profit either, though it's closer than most to having a successful formula. With this kind of record, even the most adventurous Broadway producers are being forced to recognize that they can't return investments with serious plays, and this in turn inhibits any desire to risk capital in the hope of advancing American theatre. The situation will not improve, it will deteriorate further.

So where are the playwrights? They're here, all right, though not in commercial venues. They are still being welcomed by resident companies, off-Broadway and beyond, and by the various playwriting festivals in Louisville, Waterford, and the Berkshires. Their fees range from pin money to modest royalties, but the possibility of the Big Bonanza is becoming more and more remote. A Broadway playwright once remarked that you can't make a living in the theatre, only a killing. Now you can't even make a killing. Your best hope for a living is an NEA or Rockefeller or Guggenheim grant, or a play that makes the rounds of the non-profit theatres, possibly followed by a modest movie sale.

I am going to propose a strange hypothesis: I hope it will not be construed as showing insensitivity to the American playwright's material need. But it is my growing conviction that the very conditions blocking commercial success are proving responsible for artistic developments of a very high order. In the past, the pattern of American playwriting has usually been one or two major successes, accompanied by phenomenal media acclaim, followed by a succession of disappointing failures and a critical write-off. This was the pattern of O'Neill, who was forced to abandon the stage for almost a decade and afterwards watch his masterpiece, *The Iceman Cometh*, rejected by press and public alike. It was the experience of Clifford Odets, who couldn't ring a cash register on Broadway after *Awake and Sing* and *Golden Boy*. It was the fate of Arthur Miller after *All My Sons* and *Death of a Salesman*, a dramatist of world acclaim who hasn't managed to make a significant theatrical impact in
almost twenty years. It was the biannual
response to Tennessee Williams, whose
later offerings were met with continual
discouragement and impatience. And it
was the pattern of Edward Albee, who
 hasn't even had a minor success since A
Delicate Balance in 1966, or launched a
commercial production since five or six
years ago, with the short-lived Man with
Three Arms.
The criticism most frequently heard
about the playwrights of past generations,
particularly Williams, was that they were
repeating themselves. If this was true, it
was less an artistic choice than a conse-
quence of immeasurable cultural pressure
to match their past triumphs. The suc-
scessful American playwright was forced
to pay dearly for his momentary fame,
largely because it was so incredibly
inflated. More than the novelist, certainly
more than the poet, the Great American
Playwright became a source of hopes and
expectations so magnified it was virtually
impossible to fulfill them. Perhaps
because plays reached the public more
directly than novels or poems, the hit
playwright was instantly catapulted into
the kind of celebrity usually enjoyed only
by movie stars and sports heroes. But just
as fatigue invariably follows familiarity, so
the reputable playwright soon discovered
that nothing he could produce, not even
clones of past hits, would satisfy the
sensation-hungry palate of a fickle pub-
ic, a jaded press.
Now, of course, whether by choice or
circumstance, even a Miller or an Albee
has little access to the commercial stage.
No wonder, when Sam Shepard, one of
our most celebrated writers (and movie
actors), has yet to see his first Broadway
production. But this has not limited
Shepard's powers. Indeed, unlike those
predecessors who wilted under such con-
ditions, Shepard has flourished in a state
of marginality. With the exception of his
most recent play, A Lie of the Mind (the
first to show overt signs of self-
consciousness), Shepard's work has been
a model of growth and variety. The same
may be said of his gifted contemporaries
—I suspect for much the same reasons.
David Mamet's initial Broadway produc-
tion of American Buffalo, a masterpiece
of writing and acting, was greeted with
critical jeers and audience incomprehen-
sion, which may be why he followed that
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almost twenty years. It was the biannual response to Tennessee Williams, whose later offerings were met with continual discouragement and impatience. And it was the pattern of Edward Albee, who hasn’t even had a minor success since A Delicate Balance in 1966, or launched a commercial production since five or six years ago, with the short-lived Man with Three Arms.

The criticism most frequently heard about the playwrights of past generations, particularly Williams, was that they were repeating themselves. If this was true, it was less an artistic choice than a conse-

quence of immeasurable cultural pressure to match their past triumphs. The successful American playwright was forced to pay dearly for his momentary fame, largely because it was so incredibly inflated. More than the novelist, certainly more than the poet, the Great American Playwright became a source of hopes and expectations so magnified it was virtually impossible to fulfill them. Perhaps because plays reached the public more directly than novels or poems, the hit playwright was instantly catapulted into the kind of celebrity usually enjoyed only by movie stars and sports heroes. But just as fatigue invariably follows familiarity, so the reputable playwright soon discovered that nothing he could produce, not even clones of past hits, would satisfy the sensation-hungry palate of a pickled public, a jaded press.

Now, of course, whether by choice or circumstance, even a Miller or an Albee has little access to the commercial stage. No wonder, when Sam Shepard, one of our most celebrated writers (and movie actors), has yet to see his first Broadway production. But this has not limited Shepard’s powers. Indeed, unlike those predecessors who wilted under such conditions, Shepard has flourished in a state of marginality. With the exception of his most recent play, A Lie of the Mind (the first to show overt signs of self-consciousness, Shepard’s work has been a model of growth and variety. The same may be said of his gifted contemporaries— I suspect for much the same reasons. David Mamet’s initial Broadway production of American Buffalo, a masterpiece of writing and acting, was greeted with critical jeers and audience incomprehension, which may be why he followed that...
work not with more naturalistic proletarian dramas but with new departures: the theatrical *Life in the Theatre*, the socially explosive Glengarry Glen Ross, the mysteriously metaphysical *The Shawl*, David Rabe, following his somewhat self-righteous off-Broadway Vietnam plays, Paulo Hummel and Sticks and Bones, went on to develop a passionate drama of social documentary, culminating in the scorchingly written (though superficially produced) *Hurlyburly*. Ronald Ribman, whose only Broadway entry was the realistic *Cold Storage* in the mid-seventies, has been developing quietly, methodically, and meticulously into one of the most haunting dramatic poets our stage has ever seen, with three new plays announced for next season that have the capacity to make theatrical history.

With *Marie and Bruce*, savaged by the New York press, Wallace Shawn emerged as a playwright of courage and intellect. And although I was not among the admirers of *Aunt Dan and Lemon*, it could not have been predicted by anything Shawn had yet written. Christopher Durang has been distilling his special brew of denatured venom for about a decade now, each new work a deeper incision into the source of the pain that produced it. Arthur Kopit has moved gracefully from absurdist comedies to the interior journeys of Wings to the satiric indignation of *End of the World*. These, I believe, are all major playwrights. But even less ambitious, less versatile, or less prolific writers — Lanford Wilson, Marsha Norman, Terrence McNally, Keith Reddin, Albert Inauro, Robert Auletta, A.R. Gurney, Beth Henley, August Wilson, Richard Nelson, Charles Mee, Jr., Harry Kondoleon, William Hauptman, and many others — are composing plays with serious intentions, powerful themes, rigorous craftsmanship, and subtleties of character and action.

The numbers alone suggest that something unusual is happening in our theatre, but the general quality and intelligence of the work is the real measure. Because they so rarely have Broadway hits, few of these playwrights have found their way into the feature sections of newspapers and magazines. Their existence is not a significant fact in the minds of the literate public at large. But this may be the very reason they continue to write with such obdurate intensity, with such astonishing unpredictability. Obscurity has advantages as well as disappointments, just as sudden fame can prove to be the greatest enemy of promise. In the past, a few notable writers — J.D. Salinger, Edmund Wilson — made a conscious decision to refuse celebrity on the premise that it was death to talent. In Salinger’s case, so far as we know, the talent died anyway. At the present time, celebrity is electing to refuse quite a few notable writers — with somewhat more encouraging results. The effect on the income of such writers is damaging, the drain on their egos debilitating. But the impact on the development of their gifts has been unquestionably salutary. Today’s playwrights may not have as much chance as yesterday’s to get momentarily rich and famous. But they have a better shot at something more elusive and more satisfying — the capability to last the course with dignity, without compromising their talents. So the next time you hear someone ask, “Where are the American playwrights?” tell him, “They’re here!”

Robert Brustein is Artistic Director (and founder) of the American Repertory Theatre in Cambridge, Mass., and Director of the Loeb Drama Center at Harvard University, where he is also Professor of English. He was the dean of the School of Drama at Yale for 13 years and formed the Yale Repertory Theatre. Drama critic of The New Republic since 1959, he is the author of seven books, including *The Theatre of Revolt and Making Scenes.*

---
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When The Los Angeles Times dubbed The Macallan “The Chateau Margaux of Scotch” we were quite flattered. But we were flabbergasted when Gentlemen’s Quarterly wrote “If a lover of single malts were, heaven forfend, restricted to one whisky, he might well choose The Macallan.” For what does an American magazine noted for sartorial splendor know about our offering from Craigellachie, Scotland? A great deal, as it seems. Far more than we know about trousers, cravats and such. Although, after perusing a few issues, our own Gavin McPhee is lookin’ a wee bit natty. What with his brogues all a gleamin’ the ladies are takin’ a second look.
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A Festival Fringe juggler entertains the crowd.

tion, set in a kind of computerized Rubik-cube by Hans Hoffer, was the only representative of contemporary European theatre at its most sparkling in Edinburgh this year, but the piece itself is too long to sustain either its novelty or delicate weight.

Otherwise, the Berliner Ensemble’s newish *Troilus and Cressida* was the most interesting work I saw from Europe, directed by Manfred Wekwerth and Joachim Tenschert and designed with austere beauty by Manfred Arndt. Far from signifying an upturn in the company’s artistic fortunes, however, it confirmed one’s fears that the Ensemble is trapped in a rigid aesthetic ill-suited to an argued play like *Troilus*, further abusing its inheritance with a performance of gross selfishness by its star actor, the bull-like Ekkehard Schall, Brecht’s son-in-law.

Edinburgh — and the British Cultural establishment generally — is very bad at hospitality and organizing events around distinguished guests: the turnover of shows is so fast and the money for grand occasions simply isn’t there — so it was left, as so often, to the Traverse Theatre to offer a sympathetic, young environment to Schall, Barbara Brecht and (on a separate morning) the artistic director of the Moscow Art Theatre. Discussion, questions, jokes, a sense of shared community.

The Traverse, founded in the sixties and one of the most influential studio fringe theatres in Britain, is still at the unfashionable end of medieval Edinburgh. Now run by a young, lively, idealistic and cosmopolitan director, Jenny Killick, it remains the heart of new writing on any Edinburgh Festival Fringe. This year the Traverse also hosted *Le Laveur*, the Market Theatre Johannesburg, and a new play from the National Theatre Studio, most of whose work is not publicly performed. Mick Ward’s *Apart from George* is a small, true tragedy set in the flat Fen country of East Anglia; it confirms the arrival of another new, keen writing talent, and comes to London for a short run in November.

The Traverse has two spaces in its tenement premises: tiny, on the ground floor, and less tiny, under the roof. During the Festival it turns round, on average, ten shows a day from morning coffee to midnight. Yet there is no skimping, never a sense of routine: acting and direction are the best available; design is outstanding. The best piece this year was Manfred Karge’s *Man to Man*, a marvelously eccentric monologue for a German woman who survives the Depression and Third Reich by taking over her husband’s crane-driving job, clothes and personality when he unexpectedly dies during a period of mass unemployment around 1932. (Karge is a bit vague on chronology.)

*Man to Man* is witty and touching, an adventure of fearlessness; a comedy of gender, a lament for the lost identity of woman forced by history and a male world to deny her own self. It was performed at the Traverse with heartbreaking simplicity by Tilda Swinton, a tall, pale, sandy-haired actress smothering her beauty in dirty punk wig, hideous male undergarments and chalky white face. It comes to the main theatre at the Royal Court in London in January, and should
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Otherwise, the Berliner Ensemble's newish _Trollus and Cressida_ was the most interesting work I saw from Europe, directed by Manfred Wekwerth and Joachim Tenschert and designed with austere beauty by Manfred Arndt. Far from signifying an upturn in the company's artistic fortunes, however, it confirmed one's fears that the Ensemble is trapped in a rigid aesthetic ill-suited to an argued play like _Trollus_, further abusing its inheritance with a performance of gross selfishness by its star actor, the bull-like Ekkehard Schall, Brecht's son-in-law.

Edinburgh — and the British Cultural establishment generally — is very bad at hospitality and organizing events around distinguished guests: the turnover of shows is so fast and the money for grand occasions simply isn't there — so it was left, as so often, to the Traverse Theatre to offer a sympathetic, young environment to Schall, Barbara Brecht and (on a separate morning) the artistic director of the Moscow Art Theatre. Discussion, questions, jokes, a sense of shared community.

The Traverse, founded in the sixties and one of the most influential studio fringe theatres in Britain, is still at the unfashionable end of medieval Edinburgh. Now run by a young, lively, idealistic and cosmopolitan director, Jenny Killick, it remains the heart of new writing on any Edinburgh Festival Fringe. This year the Traverse also hosted _Le Luxir_; the Market Theatre Johannesburg, and a new play from the National Theatre Studio, most of whose work is not publicly performed. Mick Ward's _Apart from George_ is a small, true tragedy set in the flat Fen country of East Anglia; it confirms the arrival of another new, keen writing talent, and comes to London for a short run in November.

The Traverse has two spaces in its temple premises: tiny, on the ground floor, and less tiny, under the roof. During the Festival it turns round, on average, ten shows a day from morning coffee to midnight. Yet there is no skimping, never a sense of routine: acting and direction are the best available; design is outstanding. The best piece this year was Manfred Karge's _Man to Man_, a marvelously eccentric monologue for a German woman who survives the Depression and Third Reich by taking over her husband's crane-driving job, clothes and personality when he unexpectedly dies during a period of mass unemployment around 1932. _Karge is a bit vague on chronology._

_Man to Man_ is witty and touching, an adventure of fearlessness: a comedy of gender, a lament for the lost identity of woman forced by history and a male world to deny her own self. It was performed at the Traverse with heartbreaking simplicity by Tilda Swinton, a tall, pale, sandy-haired actress smothering her beauty in dirty punk wig, hideous male undergarments and chalky white face. It comes to the main theatre at the Royal Court in London in January, and should
give the New Year a sharp new start.

Only one other show matched the best of the Traverse this year. American work of quality is seen and heard under ideal conditions among the roving and ravenous audiences of the Edinburgh Fringe. They are hungry to recognize it when — too infrequently — it comes. Very much in the Traverse tradition of meticulous ensemble in writing, direction and acting was Hauptmann, from the Stormfield Theatre Company of Chicago. John Logan's documentary about the man electrocuted in 1936 for the murder of the Lindbergh baby managed to remain ambiguous while being clearly partisan. Hauptmann received and hid some of the ransom money but was never involved in the kidnap, Logan believes.

The play was superbly directed by Terry McCabe and acted by a flawless ensemble movingly led by Denis P. O’Dwyer as the arrested victim: devious, plausible, pitiful, foolish.

Such experiences are too intimate for the Festival itself, although last year Andrzej Wajda’s famous Cracow production of Crime and Punishment played in what would normally be a Fringe venue, with an audience restricted by the director himself to about a hundred people, staring spellbound through half-open windows and doors into small rooms where a murderer and his hunter played a game to the death. Such events can never be “cost-effective,” but they are events, and that is what Festivals, as distinct from the rest of the year, are for.

The Edinburgh Festival has never been more popular and survives the use made of it by politicians of all kinds. What it now needs is to retain its popularity while regaining some of the daring innovation and influence it used to have. When that happens, I shall be happy to go on the Edinburgh Diet for three weeks without a break.

Michael Ratcliffe is the theatre critic of The Observer in London.
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The play was superbly directed by Terry McCabe and acted by a flawless ensemble movingly led by Denis P. O'Dwyer as the arrested victim: devious, plausible, pitiful, foolish.

Such experiences are too intimate for the Festival itself, although last year Andrzej Wajda's famous Cracow production of Crime and Punishment played in what would normally be a Fringe venue, with an audience restricted by the director himself to about a hundred people, staring spellbound through half-open windows and doors into small rooms where a murderer and his hunter played a game to the death. Such events can never be "cost-effective," but they are events, and that is what Festivals, as distinct from the rest of the year, are for.

The Edinburgh Festival has never been more popular and survives the use made of it by politicians of all kinds. What it now needs is to retain its popularity while regaining some of the daring innovation and influence it used to have. When that happens, I shall be happy to go on the Edinburgh Diet for three weeks without a break.
GAYLORD INDIA. One Embarcadero Center (415/397-7775), Ghirardelli Square (415/773-8620), Stanford Shopping Center, Palo Alto (415/362-6961), L 11:45-3:45, D 5:30-11 Daily; Quite simply, the ultimate in Indian Tandoori cuisine. AE DC V MC

HARRY'S BAR AND AMERICAN GRILL, 500 Van Ness (415/36-HARRY). L 11:30-2 Mon-Fri, D 6-10 Mon-Sat: This delightful French restaurant is a favorite lunch spot for executives by day and becomes a romantic dining spot at night. AE DC V MC

L'OLIVIER, 465 Davis Court, near Jackson (415/961-7524), L 6-9:30, D 6-10 Mon-Sat: This delightful French restaurant is a favorite lunch spot for executives by day and becomes a romantic dining spot at night. AE DC V MC


PIERRE AT MERIDIAN, 50 Third St. (415/794-6400), L 11:30-2 Mon-Fri, D 6-10 Mon-Sat: Contemporary French cuisine, impeccably prepared & elegantly served, luxuriously appointed, widely spaced tables, richly diverse menus that change with the seasons, nightly fixed-price tasting menus & an exceptional wine list combine to make a meal at the Meridien's critically acclaimed Pierre restaurant the closest possible approximation of a 3-star dining experience in France. Reservations recommended. Complimentary valet parking. AE DC CB V MC

THE PORTMAN GRILL, THE PORTMAN HOTEL, at the corner of Post & Mason, 1 block west of Union Square (415/773-8600), B-L 7 AM-11 PM, D from 5:30; In a dramatic 8-story atrium setting with fountains, sculpture, fireplaces & grand piano, The Portman Grill is San Francisco's newest dining sensation. Exceptional service & dining in the tradition of the world's finest grills, with an emphasis on California cuisine. An ideal place for dining & relaxing before or after the theatre. Reservations recommended. Valet parking AE DC CB V MC

TRADER VICS, 20 Cosmo Place (415/779-2222), L 11:30-2:30 Mon-Fri, D 5-12:30 AM; Flagship restaurant of the internationally known company. Exotic meats & fish. Delicacies from here & abroad. Full bar & wine list. AE DC CB V MC

UMBERTO, 141 Stuart Street, one block from the Ferry Building (415/544-8821), L 11:30-2:30 Mon-Fri, D 5:30-10 Mon-Sat: Step into an Old World Mediterranean villa to feast on seafood, meats & food prepared with light sauces & fresh pasta. AE DC CB V MC

WHITE ELEPHANT, HOLIDAY INN UNION SQUARE, 680 Sutter St. (415/393-8900), B 6:30-10:30, L 11:30-2:30 Mon-Sat, D 6-11:30, Nightly; Salads, steak & fresh seafood. Special menu for early dining. Full bar & wine list. Sherlock Holmes Cocktail Lounge, 4:30-11:30 daily, with live entertainment. AE DC CB V MC DIS

An Italian Restaurant Changes The City's Tastes.

UMBERTO
141 Stuart Street • (415) 543-8021
Private Wine Cellar available for business lunches and dinners.

Simply elegant dining.

One Embarcadero Center (415) 397-7775
Ghirardelli Square (415) 771-8622
Stanford Shopping Center (415) 362-8700

GAYLORD
india restaurant

480 Geary at Taylor

It's worth the price to have at least one thing in your life that's absolutely perfect.
Tanqueray Gin. A singular experience.
GAYLORD INDIA. One Embarcadero Center (415/399-7775); Ghirardelli Square (415/771-8822); Stanford Shopping Center, Palo Alto (415/363-8614). L 11:45-1:45; D 5:30-10:15 Daily; Quite simply, the ultimate in Indian Tandoori cuisine. AE DC V MC

HARRY'S BAR AND AMERICAN GRILL. 500 Van Ness (415/56-HARRY). L 11:30-2 Mon-Fri, D 5:30 Sun-Thu; till 12 Fri-Sat. No Italian restaurant featuring authentic regional dishes, homemade pastas & desserts. Full bar serves Italian libations. AE DC CB V MC

L'OLIVIER. 465 Davis Court, near Jackson (415/961-8854). L 11:30-2 Mon-Fri, D 6-10 Mon-Sat; This delightful French restaurant is a favorite lunch spot for executives by day and becomes a romantic dining spot at night. AE DC V MC

MAX'S OPERA CAFE. 601 Van Ness (415/777-7301). L-D 11:15 AM-12 AM Mon-Thu, till 1 Fr-Sat, till 2 Sun; International deli specializing in salads, sandwiches & barbecue, fresh fish & desserts. Entertainment by singing waiters. AE DC V MC

PIERRE AT MERIDIAN. 50 Third St. (415/974-6400). L-D 11:30-2 Mon-Fri, D 6-10 Mon-Sat; Contemporary French cuisine, impeccably prepared & elegantly served, luxuriously appointed, widely spaced tables, richly diverse menus that change with the seasons, nightly fixed-priced tasting menus & an exceptional wine list combine to make a meal at the Meridien's critically acclaimed Pierre restaurant the closest possible approximation of a 3-star dining experience in France. Reservations recommended. Complimentary valet parking. AE DC CB V MC

THE PORTMAN GRILL, THE PORTMAN HOTEL. at the corner of Post & Mason. 1 block west of Union Square (415/771-8600). B L 7 AM-11 PM, D from 5:30; In a dramatic 14-story atrium setting with fountains, sculpture, fireplaces & grand piano. The Portman Grill is San Francisco's newest dining sensation. Exceptional service & dining in the tradition of the world's finest grills, with an emphasis on California cuisine. An ideal place for dining & relaxing before or after the theatre. Reservations recommended. Valet parking AE DC CB V MC


UMBerto. 141 Steuart St. (415/544-8821). L 11:30-2:30 Mon-Fri, D 5:30-10:30 Mon-Sat; Step into an Old World Mediterranean villa to feast on seafood, meats & food prepared with light sauces & fresh pasta. AE DC V MC

WHITE ELEPHANT, HOLIDAY INN UNION SQUARE. 480 Sutter St. (415/399-8000). B L 6:30-10:30, L 11:30-2:30 Mon-Sat, D 6-11 Daily; Nightly Salads, steak & fresh seafood. Special menu for early dining. Full bar & wine list. Sherlock Holmes Cocktail Lounge. 4-11 Daily, with live entertainment Tue-Sat AE DC CB V MC

 Own a bottle.

It's worth the price to have at least one thing in your life that's absolutely perfect. Tanqueray Gin. A singular experience.
Colombian coffee is now being served in the starboard lounge.

The richest coffee in the world.